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Section 0
Executive Summary
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Section 0

Overview and context

This report describes a project to develop and document a
prototype national information model for vegetation site data
in collaboration with key stakeholders from across Australia.
The report provides a description of the rationale for the
project, the engagement process, the model developed,
together with recommendations for the Working Group on next
steps for the prototype model.

State of the
Environment
reporting

Essential
Env’mental
Measures

Vegetation
mapping
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Executive Summary

Why an information model for vegetation site data exchange?
The Department of the Environment (DoE) Essential Environmental
Measures programme (the measures programme) aims to improve
availability of data for a range of environmental information products and
management processes, including State of the Environment reporting. The
program brings together experts to identify measures which are essential
for tracking change in the state of our environment, and improve the
discovery, access and reuse of data and information under those
measures.
The programme is being piloted with the native vegetation community. A
working group of native vegetation experts is developing a set of native
vegetation measures. This project was undertaken to improve the
discovery, access and reuse of data under the native vegetation measures
being developed.
A vegetation site data custodian identified an opportunity for the Essential
Environmental Measures program to facilitate development of a national
vegetation site data exchange standard. This standard is important to
enable reliable, efficient integration of data from a range of custodians,
including state and territory organisations and aggregators such as the
Terrestrial Ecosystems Research Network (TERN) and the Atlas of Living
Australia (ALA).

Section 0

Project structure

Executive Summary

Project goals

Approach

A Working Group for Development of a National Information Model and
Data Exchange Protocol for Vegetation Site Data was established under
the Essential Environmental Measures programme in February 2016. The
long term aim of this group is to develop an information model and data
exchange protocol which will enable improved interoperability of vegetation
site data from a range of custodians. CSIRO was contracted in April 2016
to assist in the development of a prototype information model. The
prototype model is an initial model which provides the foundation for further
development of a full information model and data exchange protocol. This
is the first step in a long process towards the goal of improved
interoperability.

The project was structured around two facilitated workshops, with weekly
group- and one-on-one- teleconferences in between.

CSIRO was contracted to:
-

build capacity of the Working Group to understand the role and value of
shared information models

-

facilitate the Working Group to document requirements for the
information model;

-

evaluate the suitability of existing standards;

-

develop a prototype model, in collaboration with the Working Group as
a technical capacity-building exercise;

-

provide recommendations on steps needed to progress the model to a
standard, and to use the information model to implement data exchange
mechanisms.
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The first workshop focused on:

-

introducing the modelling approach, based on a standard methodology
from ISO Geographic Information standards,

-

analysing the existing supply chains

-

eliciting model requirements from the working group participants,

-

formalizing these into an initial model.

The second workshop focused on

-

presenting the prototype model, as refined using feedback from the
teleconferences

-

exploring issues around governance arrangements for the model

-

analysing potential implementation architectures and pathways.

Section 0

The Vegetation Sites information model

Executive Summary

Precedents and information supply chains (Section 2)

Capacity building (Section 4)

The CSIRO project team identified existing ecological information systems,
initiatives, governance bodies, and existing information models that might
inform the development of the model. Model development focused on
reuse of standardised generic patterns, in particular the widely adopted
Observations and Measurements (O&M) standard. The project team
discussed with the Working Group the role of information models in
information supply chains, and different options for how a model might be
applied in different supply chains.

The CSIRO project team aimed to build capacity of Working Group
members to understand the value of information modelling, and to
develop/edit conceptual information models themselves. The project team
introduced the purpose of information modelling and the main concepts
involved. Following this, much of the capacity building was carried out
through working collaboratively to develop the prototype model. The final
version of the information model has been made available to the working
group to further develop as they wish. A complete record of the project
discussions and communications has been preserved as a website on the
Essential Environmental Measures online collaboration tool, BaseCamp.

Model overview (Section 3)
The Vegetation Sites information model is a conceptualisation of key native
vegetation observation/survey elements identified by working group
participants. The goal is a model to underpin a schema or file format for
exchange of data arising from observations made at sites during visits. A
set of controlled vocabularies required to provide values of elements in the
model were identified.

Transform

Standard service+payload

at origin

WS
Community
schema

WS

Data
sources

WS
AEKOS

Provider
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Intermediary

End user

Section 0

Governance and implementation

Section 5, Section 6
The CSIRO project team put considerable effort into the process of building
a community of practice as part of this contract. A number of issues
surfaced as part of this process with respect to WG governance,
implementation pathways, and model maintenance:

-

Governance - how the Information Model Working Group relates to the
measures programme and broader ecological science activities, and the
Working Group’s decision authority and decision making processes

-

Implementation decisions - how a schema or file format could be used
to enable data exchange in the context of existing information supply
chains, including AEKOS

-

Model design and maintenance – particularly the use of pre-existing
models in development of the new model.

The project team spent the second day of the second workshop taking the
group through a series of discussions to identify desired governance
arrangements and potential implementation options. This process was
critical to building a community of practice, and gave rise to several
recommendations which will form the basis of the Working Group’s work
plan over the next few months.
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Executive Summary

Section 0

Recommendations

Section 7
Recommendations relate primarily to decisions required from the
Working Group to progress the development of a vegetation site data
exchange capability. Some of the main recommendations are outlined
below:

WG purpose and governance arrangements: Document and seek
Working Group formal endorsement for current consensus on WG
purpose, authority, and operations through a revised Terms of Reference.
Progressing the model: Evaluate the available and likely
implementation architectures, to determine compatibility with various data
transfer implementations and formats
Vocabulary development, maintenance and publication: Convert the
vocabularies in the Australia Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook –
Landform, Vegetation, Land surface, and the NVIS vocabularies into
SKOS/RDF for publication as a shared resource
Implementation and deployment choices: Confirm and explore details
of an implementation strategy. Confirm data provider technical capability
and existing vegetation site data supply arrangements to inform
implementation options.
Working Group technical capacity: Conduct an audit of technical
capability within the community and assess gaps in capacity necessary to
develop a standards-based data exchange schema. Develop a plan to
build or source the technical capacity required to undertake the data
exchange schema development work
At the completion of the CSIRO contract a core group of engaged
members (state and territory data holders, TERN AEKOS and CSIRO)
committed to developing a common data exchange protocol, and to using
that data exchange protocol to publically expose their vegetation site data
via web services so it can be consumed by a range of users in an
interoperable manner.
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Executive Summary

S1 Introduction

Section 1
Introduction
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Section 1

About this document

Introduction

Purpose

Audience

This report describes the process and results of a project to develop and
document a prototype national information model for vegetation site data in
collaboration with key stakeholders from across Australia. The report
provides a description of the process and results together with
recommendations for the Working Group on next steps with the prototype
model.

This document is intended for:

The document has been prepared for the Department of the Environment as
a deliverable to meet requirements of the contract SON2615371.

-

Working group members to document the process and results of the
model development activity

-

Department of the Environment to inform the broader Essential
Environmental Measures programme and design of future model
development activities.

A draft version of the report was made available to the Working Group on
2016-06-28. Comments received by 2016-07-08 have either been addressed
in the final report, or referred to the Working Group for future work.

Document organisation

Section 1
Introduction

Section 2
Background &
context

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

The model

Capacity building

Governance
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Section 6
Implementation
issues

Section 7

Section 8

Recommendations

References

Section 1

The CSIRO consultancy

Introduction

CSIRO was contracted by the Department of the Environment to provide the following services
Contract services
1) Build capacity of Working Group members – improve members
understanding of the role and value of shared information models, exchange
formats and controlled vocabularies and enable members to contribute to the
development of an information model and associated vocabularies in line
with relevant standards
2) Facilitate collaboration between key stakeholders to document specific
requirements for a shared information model and data exchange protocol for
vegetation site data
3) Evaluate the suitability of existing standards to meet identified
requirements (including Australian and international standards relevant to
information modeling and vegetation data)
4) Develop and document a prototype national information model for
vegetation site data in collaboration with key stakeholders from across
Australia

Conformance criteria
1. Key stakeholders have an improved understanding of the role and value of
shared information models, exchange formats and controlled vocabularies (as
reflected in post workshop surveys to be conducted by the Department)
2. Key stakeholders are successfully engaged in a collaborative process and have
a sense of ownership over the project outputs (as reflected in post workshop
surveys to be conducted by the Department of the Environment)
3. The information model is aligned with the National Environmental Information
Infrastructure (NEII) reference architecture (unless clear reasons are provided for
deviation) (as reflected in comments from officers at the Bureau of Meteorology)
4. The Working Group agrees that the information model represents a shared
understanding of the nature and meaning of vegetation site data (as reflected in
comments from the Working Group on the draft information model)
5. The information model is aligned with relevant national and international
standards where possible

5) Identify controlled vocabularies that are needed to supplement the
information model

CSIRO project team

6) Organise and facilitate two workshops with key stakeholders from across
Australia
7) Work with stakeholders to develop recommendations:

a) outlining key steps needed to progress the prototype information
model to a national standard; and
b) for the development of an agreed national data exchange protocol1,
including discussions around how data custodians might be able to
use the information model to expose their data via web services

•
•
•
•
•

Simon Cox – Project lead, information architect, standards alignment
Paul Box – Social architect, workshop facilitator
Bruce Simons – Information modeller
Jacqui Stol – Domain liaison, logistics
Kristen Williams, Rebecca Pirzl – Domain consultants

The Project ran from April-June 2016, with two workshops (21-22 April and 1-2
June), plus weekly technical scrums between the workshops to refine the
model, and one round of one-on-one technical teleconferences.
1

that is, a community agreed schematic and semantic data format
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S2 Context
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Section 2
Background and context
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Section 2

2.1 Essential Environmental Measures programme
The Essential Environmental Measures programme (measures programme) aims to improve
capacity to track trends in the state of the environment by bringing stakeholders together to
collaboratively deliver meaningful information and reusable open-access data on a set of
Essential Environmental Measures.

Purpose

Background

The measures program identified the opportunity to progress the development of a prototype
national information model and data exchange schema for vegetation site data exchange.

Proposed approach

Strengthen the information base for tracking
change in the state of the environment and
a range of other uses.

Step 1:
Identify
measures

Step 2:
Examine
landscape

State of the
Environment
reporting

Essential
Envt’l
Measures

Environmental domain community identifies the commonalities
between the many use cases in that domain, with focus on elements
that are useful to a wide range of people.

Environmental domain community identifies existing aggregators,
data custodians, systems, communities of practice, datasets, services,
information models, exchange protocols, vocabularies and standards.
Environmental domain community agrees interventions to improve
data availability.

And other uses
Step 3:
Identify
interventions

Step 3a Establish working groups to standardise models,
collection methods, metadata, vocabs
Step 3b Work with individual data custodians to release
datasets openly

Vegetation
mapping

Step 3c Work with existing communities of practice /
aggregators to enhance activities

Opportunism
Coupled with Step 3 in the measures programme is an opportunistic philosophy. The
aim of this philosophy is to identify opportunities where stakeholders are keen to
make a change and match up these opportunities with funding.
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Section 2

2.2. Progressing the native vegetation measures & data exchange model
The measures programme’s opportunistic philosophy was put into practice in relation to the
Vegetation Sites Information Model development project. A rapid series of events led to the
commencement of the project.

June 2015

July 2015

This sequence of events included: a request from a data custodian to develop a vegetation
site data exchange format; the formation of the necessary authority structures (Working Group)
with support and membership of key stakeholders; and the availability of funding.

February 2016

Data custodian

Introductory
native
vegetation
workshop

February 2016

Funding
opportunity

Vegetation Sites
Information Model
Working Group
established

State data custodian
suggests veg site data
exchange format.

Group very positive
about participation in
measures programme.
Group agreed that
they wanted to
improve data and
information for native
vegetation.

Funding opportunity
arose to start developing
an info model for
vegetation site data, and
form a community of
practice.

Working Group established
with representatives from
all states, NT, TERN, ALA,
CSIRO.

Vegetation Sites working group:

•

Step 1

•

Step 3a

•

Step 2

•

Step 3b

TBD

•

Step 3c

TBD
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Measures
Working Group
established
WG established to
develop native
vegetation measures.
The group agreed to
start with vegetation
structure.

March 2016

CSIRO contracted
CSIRO contracted by
Department of the
Environment

After development of first measures, the next
step of the Measures WG is to examine the
landscape.

Measures working group:

(truncated)

March 2016

Implications for future work

How does this sequence compare
with the proposed approach?

!

Background

The Vegetation Sites WG has already started this
process (see next slide).
These two groups are running in parallel and will
need to work together more coherently.

Section 2

2.3 The installed base

Background

To compensate for the truncated Step 2 process of the measure programme, and to support
discussions on information model governance, a basic mud map of key elements of the
‘installed base’ for environmental information was developed. This focused on ecological
information and key national organisations, initiatives, and governance bodies. The mud map
was reviewed and refined by WG members.

State/Territory

National

State/Territory
State/Territory
State/Territory
Envt’l agencies
Envt’l
agencies
envt’l
agencies

Dept. of
Environment

Bureau of
Meteorology

State/Territory
State/Territory
State/Territory
Envt’l agencies
Envt’l
agencies
envt’l
initiatives

Essential Envt’l
Measures

NPEI

State/Territory
State/Territory
State/Territory
Envt’l agencies
governance
Envt’l agencies
bodies

It should be noted that this list is not exhaustive. It is intended to be indicative of the complex
and fragmented environmental information governance environment.

Essential
Measures Expert
Panel

NEII

CSIRO

ALA

International
Uni of
Adelaide

Biodiversity
Info Stds
(TDWG)

TERN AEKOS
GBIF

Envt’l Info
Advisory Group
NEII Reference
Group

Spatial
ANZLIC

Acronyms
AEKOS
ALA
ANZLIC
FSDF
GBIF
GEOBON
NEII
NPEI
TERN

Ecosystem
Science
Council

Advanced Ecological Knowledge & Observation System
Atlas of Living Australia
Spatial Information Council
Foundation Spatial Data Framework
Global Biodiversity Information Facility
Group of Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network
National Environmental Information Infrastructure
National Plan for Environmental Information
Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network
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FSDF

Other domains:
Geology
Water
Marine
Atmosphere

GEOBON

Essential
Biodiversity
Variables

Council of Int
Assoc for Veg
Science
Botanical Info
& Ecology
Network

Section 1

2.4 Information supply chain patterns and the role of modelling

Introduction

Supply chain patterns
Five archetypal information supply
chains were presented, to explain the
role of community information models
in information supply chains.
These patterns express differing:
- Level of maturity from low to high
(1-5)
- Location at which data models
are used to enable interoperable
data exchange
- Shared (community) or private
schema (created and owned by
individual actors in the supply
chain)
- Locus of data integration cost and
effort in the supply chain as each
pattern implies a different cost on
data providers, intermediaries
and users.
Although these patterns explicitly
relate to database to end user supply
chains, in some cases they may also
be relevant for data collector to data
storage supply chains.

Typical data
supply chains

1 - Point to point
(anarchic)

Geospatial information supply chain patterns
Transform
when used*

Data
sources

Product
schema

* find, access, extract, interpret, transform,
load, integrate and harmonise & make product

2- Centralised
BoM, ABS

Data
source

Process*

* Make product
Product
schema

3 – Aggregated

Aggregator

* extract, interpret,
transform, load, integrate and
harmonise

Standard service

4 - Brokered
GEOSS
GIN (NRCan)

Broker

WS

Data
sources

Transform
on the fly*

WS

Community
schema

WS

Standard service+payload*
WS
WS

Data
sources

INSPIRE
Soil-IE
AuScope

Product
schema

WS

5 - Federated

Modified from: Box P, Simons B, Cox S, Maguire S, (2015) A Data
Specification Framework for the Foundation Spatial Data
Framework. CSIRO, Australia.

Transform
on ingest*

Data
sources

PSMA
AEKOS

WS

* Transform
at origin

WS
Community
schema

CC BY 4.0
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Provider

Intermediary

End user

Section 1

2.5 Precedent Models

Introduction

A number of models from prior work were considered as inputs to inform the development of
the Vegetation Sites information model. The figure below shows key models, noting that this
list is not exhaustive, nor were all models available to the WG.

It is important to consider these models as they are standards that form part of the installed
base of environmental information infrastructure and embody community knowledge and
agreement (see Box & Lemon 2015).

Models directly related to ecosystems
and biodiversity

2.

Models from other environmental
sciences

3.

Generic models offering re-usable
patterns or components

Global

AEKOS ANZSoilML

Veg-X

GroundWaterML
GeoSciML
VegBank
WaterML

NVIS
State/Territory schema
NEMSR

xDWC

ENVO
DWC
BCO
OBOE

ODM2

Generic

For the Vegetation Sites information model we
have particularly focussed on identifying and
reusing standardized generic patterns e.g.
O&M. See Section 3

National

BIEN

Environment/ecosysems

1.

Discipline specific

Local
The precedent models may be divided into
three categories:

O&M
PROV

AEKOS
ANZSoilML
BCO
BIEN
DWC
ENVO
NEII
NEMSR
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Advanced Ecological Knowledge & Observation System
Australia/New Zealand Soil Model Language
Biological Collections Ontology
the Botanical Information and Ecology Network
Darwin Core
the environment ontology
National Environmental Information Infrastructure
National Environmental Monitoring Sites Register

NVIS
NPEI
O&M
OBOE
ODM2
PROV
xDWC

(Australian) National Vegetation Information System
National Plan for Environmental Information
Observations and Measurements
Extensible Observation Ontology
Observations Data Model v2
Provenance
extended Darwin Core

S3 model

Section 3
The model
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Section 3

3.1 What does the model represent?

Model

The Vegetation Sites information model developed in the project is intended to
be a conceptualization of key elements used or mentioned by practitioners in
native vegetation observations and surveys.
The primary goal of the work is to develop a (prototype of a) model that can
underpin a document (file) format for exchange of data arising from
observations made at sites during visits. Hence, the key concepts relate to
visits, sites, sampling, observations, protocols and results - i.e. artefacts related
to the scientific activity.
However, since the subjects of the observations are things in the landscape, we
require names for these things - i.e. a basic conceptualization of the relevant
part of the natural world. Thus, a secondary model for vegetation systems
was developed. It provides feature types and associated observable properties
that appear in the observation examples.

The model for vegetation systems presented in this report is incomplete, and is secondary to the
sites/sampling/observation model which is the primary focus. The vegetation systems model is
only one possible conceptualization of the domain, and is likely to be substantially modified or
replaced in future applications. In the context of the project the vegetation systems model is
primarily a convenient way to organize an inventory of the observable properties, and to illustrate
the modelling methodology.
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Section 3

3.2 Model development process
Idealized model development process [Box et al., 2015]

Conceptual

Logical

Physical

Test

• Define requirements and use cases
• Compile existing data and products
• Document common concepts and properties required by the use cases
• Modeller + Domain expert dialogue

• Bring concepts and relationships into the ISO191xx framework
• Identify components that use standard types e.g. CRS, geometry, names
• Apply standard patterns – ‘feature has geometry’
• Identify and review domain content models, in the light of other potential use
cases

Model

A model development process that has been used in a number of
prior projects was applied. This is documented in the Foundation
Spatial Data Framework (FSDF) project [Box et al. 2015].
Given the short timeframe of the Vegetation Sites project the
process had to be streamlined, but included the following steps:
1. Compile existing models and standards
2. Define requirements based on a sample of known practices
- Field data collection
- Candidate measures
3. Modeler and domain expert consultation through workshops
and regular technical meetings
4. Bring a subset of the concepts into the standard framework
- UML structure model
- Integrated with ISO 19100 standards
5. Create implementations
- XML (informal)
- OWL/RDF (formal)
6. Generate sample data documents, for comparison against
requirements and for inspection by domain experts

• Create model (for specific technology platform such as GML) representing:
• the whole logical model
• subset of logical model - the product model
• Create implementation (such as XML schema)

The main goal of the modelling process was to demonstrate the
way model patterns from some existing standards support the
requirements of vegetation sites and observations in a flexible
and extensible way. A provisional vegetation systems model
provides some features and properties to support this.

• Generate a data document/file/table /graph from the physical model
• Is it useful/does it work? - compare against use case. Both existing product implied
use cases and new use cases.

Full testing of an information model would include a more
elaborate testing phase, including
7. mapping between multiple data provider databases and the
model
8. establishing services delivering various datasets.
Changes identified during this testing would be incorporated back
into the model. However, this level of testing was not conducted
due to the project time constraints.
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Section 3

3.2.1 Model development process – features and properties

Model

The Vegetation Sites information model was designed following the conceptual modelling
principles for geographic information applications described in ISO 19101:2002, and ISO
19109:2015. This classifies the domain of discourse into features and their properties.

Feature type

Characteristic properties

VascularPlant

Property values

height

= 91 m

dbh

= 1.5 m

taxon

= Eucalyptus regnans

position

= -42.72, 146.81

A feature type
is defined by a set of
characteristic properties

Diagram from ISO 19109:2015
Geographic Information – Rules for
application schema

A feature instance
is defined by the
values of its properties
A conventional datastore (database, spreadsheet) will usually organize data describing feature
instances as rows in a table. The table as a whole represents a feature type, each column
corresponds to one of the properties characteristic of the type, and each cell to an observation
result.

VascularPlant
height
dbh
taxon
position
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Plant

latitude

longitude

height (m)

dbh (m)

taxon

ABC-123

-42.7201

146.8187

91.0

1.5

E. regnans

ABC-124

-42.7187

146.8188

4.5

0.32

D. antarctica

ABC-125

-42.7191

146.8191

16.0

0.25

A. cupressoides

…

…

…

…

…

…

Section 3

3.2.2 Model development process – precedents and influences
The ISO feature modeling approach underlies standards for geographic
information formats and services issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium.
Some relevant or related ISO and OGC standards include:
• Geography Markup Language (GML) + Web Feature Service (WFS)
• Observations & Measurements (O&M) + Sensor Observation Service (SOS)
• WaterML2, TimeSeriesML
• GeoSciML, GroundWaterML, ANZSoilML
GML forms the basis of the XML implementations for all the other standards.
For the Vegetation Sites information model we focused particularly on O&M
[ISO 19156:2011]. O&M provides patterns for sampling, specimens, and
observations, with a rich set of relationships between these and with the things
of interest in the natural world.
The O&M model is domain-neutral, providing highly flexible and scalable
patterns, and therefore has been widely adopted in the earth and
environmental sciences. WaterML2 and TimeSeriesML are direct
specializations of O&M, developed originally in the hydrology community. O&M
is also the basis for standards in meteorology, marine data systems, and a
number of other environmental science applications. O&M is identified as the
foundation model for Australia’s National Environmental Information
Infrastructure (NEII). The NEII National Environmental Monitoring Sites Register
(NEMSR) is based directly on the O&M Sampling Features model.
O&M has been implemented in XML, JSON and RDF encodings, so supports
data transfer using popular modern formats.

Model

Many models, schemas and vocabularies relating to biodiversity and ecosystems
data have been published. These have used a variety of formalizations, generally
not directly conformant to the ISO/OGC methodology, but contain a lot of concepts
and some detailed content that can either be directly re-used, or inform the
structure of the Vegetation Sites information model.
Precedent models considered in detail were:
•

The National Vegetation Information System (NVIS)

•

Darwin Core (with extensions for sample data) (xDWC)

•

The environment ontology (ENVO)

•

The Australian Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook Third Edition –
Vegetation [Hnatiuk, Thackway & Walker, 2009] (ASLS)

From NVIS and ASLS we took:
(i)

a number of candidate vocabularies, each of which has been used to
provide values for parameters in a vegetation system description.

(ii)

draft vegetation system concepts and properties

From xDWC we take two key notions:
(i)

a site-visit as a kind of event

(ii)

an ‘occurrence’ of an organism or community (as distinct from either an
organism or taxon).

ENVO provides terminology around gross ecosystem classification.
The AEKOS model can be inferred from the database schema used for datasets
downloaded from the AEKOS website and service. Some of these were reviewed
early in the project, however no systematic view was available. Therefore, we
relied primarily on verbal contributions from TERN-AEKOS participants during the
workshops and teleconferences. The deep knowledge of the AEKOS model
available from these participants provided invaluable guidance during the
development of the Vegetation Sites information model, and also in confirming
that the model as delivered was essentially consistent with the AEKOS viewpoint
to quite a fine level of detail.
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3.2.3 Model development process – formalization
The Vegetation Sites information model is documented
using class diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML), and also following some specific conventions from
the OGC/ISO suite of standards which includes GML [ISO
19136:2007].
UML provides a formal notation based on classes, class
attributes, and relationships between classes. A class
defines a type or set of objects that share the properties
(attributes, associations) shown.
Key concepts in UML are:
-

-

class specialization, whereby more specialized classes
inherit all the properties of the superclass and add
some more
directed association where a specific role name
describes the nature of an instance of the target class
with respect to an instance of the source class.

Model

Standard properties associated with a «Stereotype» are not
shown in the diagram explicitly.
• «FeatureType» is a standard stereotype in the OGC/ISO
framework, indicating that the class is a subclass of
GFI_Feature. This means that every instance of this class has
a unique identifier, a name, and a description, as well as the
other attributes and associations specified

Generalization/specialization relationship – the class at the tail of
the arrow inherits all the properties of the class at the head of the
arrow

Class attributes have a name, a type, and cardinality, shown
+ attributeName: AttributeType [min..max]

AttributeType may be standard (Measure, Real etc) or a new class
defined as part of the model

Association relationship –
• an instance of the destination class has the indicated role in
relation to an instance of the source class
• may be traversed in the direction indicated
• may appear multiple times on an instance of the source class,
subject to the [min..max] cardinality indicated

Attributes inherited from a parent class can be shown, but
inherited associations cannot

A UML class diagram only shows a selection of information from
the underlying model. Each diagram is constructed to illustrate
an aspect of the model. There will be additional classes and
relationships that are not visible.
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Associations may have additional properties
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3.2.4 Model development process – serialization and testing
A UML model prepared fully following the ISO rules can be
converted directly into an XML Schema conforming to GML [ISO
19136:2007]. GML includes elements for geometry and other
common requirements for features. GML encoded data is the
standard payload for an OGC Web Feature Service.
The model structure is explicit in the XML, with class- and propertynames appearing as XML tags. Note also that many properties use
links to point to values available elsewhere, rather than embedding
the data inline. The URI of the target serves as a web-based
‘foreign key’.
A standard GML implementation of observations and sampling
features is provided by OMXML [Cox 2011b]. OMXML encoded
data is the standard payload for an OGC Sensor Observation
Service.
An XML schema implementation of the rest of the Vegetation Sites
information model was not generated during the project. However,
for testing, we manually encoded XML snippets corresponding to
the correct structure for the model. These examples allowed the
working group to verify that the model is competent with respect to
the known requirements.

Model

XML (GML) implementation
<om:OM_Observation gml:id = "obs-H1">
<om:phenomenonTime>
<gml:TimeInstant>
<gml:timePosition>1953-09-07</gml:timePosition>
</gml:TimeInstant>
</om:phenomenonTime>
<om:procedure xlink:href="/vegsitemethod/clinometer"/>
<om:observedProperty
xlink:href="/vegsystemproperty/heightMaximum"/>
<om:featureOfInterest xlink:href="#VG1-S1"/>
<om:result uom="http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre"
>15.6</om:result>
</om:OM_Observation>

OMXML is the standard XML implementation of O&M [Cox, 2011b].
om-lite is an RDF/OWL implementation of O&M [Cox, 2016].

A GML-compliant XML Schema for the domain
models can be automatically produced from a UML
model using Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect or
interactive instruments ShapeChange.
The Vegetation Sites information model may also be implemented
as an OWL ontology. An OWL ontology specifies RDF for data
transfer, shown here using the Turtle notation. Rules for converting
UMLOWL are provided in ISO 19150-2:2015.
OWL is a popular formalization platform in the bio-medical sciences
- the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies are one of the
biggest formal resources in the Semantic Web.
The RDF implementation allows direct integration with other models
that were developed using RDF technologies, such as ENVO,
PROV, Darwin Core (DWC), as well as with RDF implementations
of the other models where they are available, such as OML,
GeoSPARQL. Shown here are the ontology imports for the
VegSystems and VegSites packages.
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RDF implementation
ex:obs-H1
a oml:Observation ;
oml:featureOfInterest ex:VG1-S1 ;
oml:observedProperty vegsystem:heightMaximum ;
oml:phenomenonTime "1953-09-07" ;
oml:procedure ex:clinometer ;
oml:result [
a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "15.6"^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre> ;
] ;
.

Section 3

3.3 Requirements
Model requirements were collated in the first workshop,
primarily on the basis of the participants’ knowledge of the
field data collection standards in use; such as might be
reflected in data entry sheets or applications. The focus was
on the names of attributes or parameters for which numeric or
descriptive values are recorded.
The group made a preliminary effort to group these properties
into features, in answer to the question ‘what feature would
have that property’. This strategy – observed properties first,
features second – minimizes pre-conceptions.
Conceptualization of ‘features’ is already an abstraction from
the real world, whereas properties can have value assigned,
so are immediately concrete. The definition of feature-types
then emerges naturally on the basis of collections of
properties.
This preliminary set of features, along with knowledge of some
of the precedent models, was the basis of the initial
Vegetation Sites information model.

Model

Agent/Organisation

Project programme,
Project – intended
method/ team *
versus/actual

taxon

Study location (place of
interest, non temporal);
sampled area (general area of
observation, temporal);
sampling unit (formal sample
e.g. quadrat)

SITE / SAMPLING FEATURE

-

VEGETATION
ORGANISM GROUP
ECOSYSTEM
COMMUNITY?
- ASSEMBLAGE

Population

Structure

Plant
Tree
Individual
Organism/
Individual

Further requirements were later added from:
-

one-on-one discussions with a subset of WG members
(NSW, Qld, WA) using their field data collection sheets

VISIT : SITE VISIT; CONDITION

STRATA, stratum upper,
meddle, ground

candidate specifications for height, groundcover, biomass
from the essential environmental measures program

specimen

Event, Observing
event

Litter?
Long tail
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3.4 Model description - overview
The model is factored into two modules in separate UML packages, with direct
dependencies on two existing standards.
-

VegSites specifies concepts related to sites, site visits, and observations,
along with contextual information

VegSites uses concepts from the ISO Observations and Measurements
standard.
-

VegSystems specifies some concepts related to vegetation communities,
and their component elements

VegSystems makes some use of concepts from the Darwin Core vocabulary,
and Darwin Core in turn has some relationships with concepts from
Observations and Measurements.

The diagram here shows the packages with the classes or sub-packages
belonging to each. This colour coding is carried through consistently in the
detailed descriptions of the various classes. Uncoloured classes come from
additional dependencies of ISO 19156 Observations and Measurements not
explicitly introduced here.

The Vegetation Sites information model is described in the following sequence:
1.

The basic O&M schema is described first, since the reporting of
observations is the primary goal in vegetation site data transfer, this sets
the scene for the rest of the model.

2.

The way that the O&M schema is specialized for the application in the
VegSites package is described next.

3.

Observations are made at sites. This part of the VegSites package is
based on the O&M sampling features schema.

4.

Observations occur in the context of site visits. This part of the VegSites
package extends the static sites model.

5.

The observed properties are associated with feature types. These are
described in the VegSystems package.

6.

The VegSites and VegSystems packages require a number of supporting
vocabularies. The way that these may be formalized is discussed.
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3.4.1 Model description – observations model
Observation data must be described fully and unambiguously. To accomplish
that, the Vegetation Sites information model adopts the international standard
ISO 19156:2011 Geographic Information -- Observations and Measurements
for describing observations and sampling.

Model

A key consistency constraint is that the observed property should be a characteristic of the type of
the feature of interest. For example, diameter at breast height is consistent with a vascular plant
occurrence, but not with litter. In order to evaluate data consistency it is therefore necessary to have
a model of the feature-types and properties for the application.

O&M defines a standard vocabulary for describing observations:
•

observed property – the parameter whose value is being determined

•

feature of interest – the thing which the parameter is associated with

•

procedure – the sensor, protocol, observer or software which is used to
determine the value

•

result – the value thus determined; this may be expressed as a scaled
number, a classification, a truth value, or a complex value including vectors,
arrays and images

•

phenomenon time – the time and date that the result applies to the feature
of interest, which is not necessarily the same as

•

result time – the time and date when the result became available

•

valid time – the time period during which the result is recommended for use
(important for forecasts)

•

Observation – the event or act when the procedure was applied to
generate a result

The term ‘observation’ is used for any action whose result is an estimate of a
property value, regardless of whether the procedure was a sensor, an observer,
an algorithm, or even a numerical simulation, such as forecast.
The observation itself has no location. The feature of interest and the procedure
each have a location, but these might not be coincident (e.g. in remote
sensing). Because of this separation, the O&M model can be used to describe
all of in situ, remote, and ex situ observations.
The main goal of O&M is to provide a domain-neutral vocabulary for describing
the provenance of the observation result. This supports evaluation of the
reliability of the value of properties assigned to features.
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Diagram from ISO 19156:2011
Geographic Information -Observations and Measurements

The relationship between an observation
and its result is ‘composition’, which
means that a result only exists in the
context of an observation.

Section 3

3.4.2 Model description – observations model – specializations

Model

The labels for the relationships between entities are standardized (procedure,
feature-of-interest, observed-property) but the names and definitions of the
target entities are not. These as ‘abstract’ classes (names in italics), and must
be replaced by concrete specializations when actually used. The specializations
are defined by the application, so use of O&M requires an inventory of feature
types, properties, procedures, and roles in the domain.
The feature-of-interest is the entity whose property is being measured. An
instance of any class with the stereotype «FeatureType» can be used. Types
meeting this requirement are defined in the VegSites and VegSystems
modules, described later in the report, including
-

EcologicalStudyLocation

-

VegetationCommunityOccurrence

-

OrganismOccurrence (and its specialization VascularPlantOccurrence)

-

Stratum

-

Population

For observed-property, properties from these classes will be used. If
observations are made of observed-properties not found in the domain model,
or imported models, then this indicates that the domain model is incomplete.
For procedure, VegSites includes the classes
-

Sensor

-

Protocol

-

Observer

-

DerivationProcedure

These procedure classes are placeholders, with the names indicating the
general scope of procedures that may be relevant for vegetation site
observations. The full description of a procedure will often be complex, and may
include relationships with other procedures, as shown.
Observation protocols are highly variable, and innovation in this area is one of
the key elements of scientific progress. The key recommendation relating to this
is that a description of any protocol used is persistently accessible.

Recommendation 2.11
Every procedure used in vegetation site observations must be fully described,
and the description made available permanently at a web address (URI), so that
it can be indicated ‘by-reference’ in datasets.
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NOTE: A procedure
(OM_Process) is
usually re-usable,
while the observation
is a once-off event.
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3.4.3 Model description – observations example #1
This example shows a description of a simple observation, serialized using
three different encodings - XML, JSON, Turtle:
•

the Observation has the identifier ex:obs-H1

•

its feature of interest is an instance identified as ex:VG1-S1
this is described elsewhere as a Stratum, which is a feature-type defined in
the VegSystem module

•

the observed property is heightMaximum from the VegSystem module

•

the procedure used was a clinometer
whose description is available from the URI which identifies it

•

the result of the observation is 15.6m

•

the date the result applies to the feature of interest is 1953-09-07

-- XML -<om:OM_Observation gml:id = "obs-H1">
<om:phenomenonTime>
<gml:TimeInstant gml:id="phenomenonTime_07091953">
<gml:timePosition>1953-09-07</gml:timePosition>
</gml:TimeInstant>
</om:phenomenonTime>
<om:procedure>
<vs:method xlink:href="/vegsitemethod/clinometer"/>
</om:procedure>
<om:observedProperty
xlink:href="/vegsystemproperty/heightMaximum"/>
<om:featureOfInterest xlink:href="#VG1-S1"/>
<om:result uom="http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre"
>15.6</om:result>
</om:OM_Observation>

The values for the feature of interest, observed property, procedure and unit of
measure are references (“foreign keys”). The descriptions of the things referred
to can be local (in the same file, or from the same service) or available from a
remote web service (for example, a community vocabulary services).

The XML version uses elements from two namespaces from the Open
Geospatial Consortium:
-

gml: stands for http://www.opengis.net/gml/3.2.1 which is the Geography
Markup Language namespace [ISO 19136:2007]

-

om: stands for http://www.opengis.net/om/2.0 which is OM-XML. [Cox
2011b]

Turtle is a compact encoding for RDF data. It uses elements from multiple
namespaces:
-

oml: is an OWL implementation of O&M [Cox, 2016];

-

vegsystem: is an OWL encoding of the vegetation systems model described
below;

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes [Gao et a., 2012]];

-

ex: is a local namespace for the example data.

References or links use either full,
relative, or compact URIs.
Identifiers with the form
prefix:name are “compact URIs”.
“prefix:” is shorthand for a base
URI like
http://example.org/veg/obsA/ or
http://example.com/veg/def#

The remaining examples are encoded using Turtle.
Transformation into the other encodings follows the patterns shown here.
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-- JSON -{
"@id" : "ex:obs-H1",
"featureOfInterest" : "ex:VG1-S1",
"observedProperty" : "vegsystem:heightMaximum",
"phenomenonTime" : "1953-09-07",
"procedure" : "ex:clinometer",
"result" : {
"amount" : 15.6,
"uom" : "http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre",
} ,
}

-- Turtle -ex:obs-H1
a oml:Observation ;
oml:featureOfInterest ex:VG1-S1 ;
oml:observedProperty vegsystem:heightMaximum ;
oml:phenomenonTime "1953-09-07" ;
oml:procedure ex:clinometer ;
oml:result [
a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "15.6"^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre> ;
] ;
.
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3.4.4 Model description – observations example #2
This example shows a description of two observations:
•

the feature of interest for both is ex:VG1

•

the Observation denoted ex:obs-DBH1 has a concurrent observation
denoted ex:obs-H3 (not described here)

•

the Observation denoted ex:obs-Biomass1 has three input observations
ex:obs-DBH1 (shown), ex:obs-H3 and ex:obs-wsc1 (not shown here)

•

the date the results apply to the feature of interest is 1953-09-07

•

the date the biomass result was computed is 2016-05-12

This dataset uses elements from multiple namespaces:

-

oml: is the O&M observation schema;

-

vegsystem: is the model in the VegSystems package, described below;

-

vegsite: is the model in the VegSites package described here;

-

ex: is a local namespace for the example data;

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes.

These two examples show how the standard O&M model can be used to
describe both a simple case where the procedure is an instrument (tape
measure), and a complex case where the result is derived from earlier results by
application of an algorithm. For the ‘derived’ values, the source of the input data
is indicated.

Recommendation 2.8
Regardless of the future of the prototype model, adopt the O&M patterns for
observations metadata, with application- and domain-specific elaborations. O&M
is well suited for fine grained data early in the data value chain i.e. during
collection and processing
While O&M is competent to capture the provenance information for fine-grained
observations and derivations, there are likely to be limits to how high up the
value chain the O&M model will be effective. For complex outputs and products,
the PROV model and ontology [Gil & Miles, 2013] supports more general
provenance traces.

Recommendation 2.9
The PROV ontology should be considered for recording provenance traces for
derivations, interpretations and assessments further along the value chain than
basic observations.
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ex:obs-DBH1
a oml:Observation ;
oml:context [
a oml:ObservationContext ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H3 ;
oml:role vegsite:concurrent-observation ;
] ;
oml:featureOfInterest ex:VG1 ;
oml:observedProperty vegsystem:dbh ;
oml:phenomenonTime "1953-09-07" ;
oml:procedure ex:tape-measure ;
oml:result [
a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "0.85"^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre> ;
] ;
.

ex:obs-Biomass1
a oml:Observation ;
oml:featureOfInterest ex:VG1 ;
oml:observedProperty vegsystem:biomass ;
oml:phenomenonTime "1953-09-07" ;
oml:procedure ex:diameter-height-allometric ;
oml:result [
a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "20"^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://qudt.org/vocab/unit#TonnesPerHectare> ;
] ;
oml:resultTime "2016-05-12" ;
vegsite:hasInputObservation [
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-DBH1 ;
] ;
vegsite:hasInputObservation [
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H3 ;
] ;
vegsite:hasInputObservation [
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-wsc1 ;
] ;
.

Model
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3.4.5 Model description – sites and sampling model
Most observations involve an element of sampling. O&M [ISO 19156:2011]
provides a standard model for this, where a SamplingFeature is an entity
which exists to support observations, such as a station, traverse, quadrat, or
specimen. Each is designed to sample something in the world, so the
association labelled sampledFeature is mandatory, whose target is a
(reference to) some feature instance, with a type associated with the domain
model. SpatialSamplingFeatures have a geometric shape. Specimens are
obtained from a location using a method.
The VegSites package defines specialized sites and specimens covering some
of the main sampling strategies:
-

EcologicalSamplingSite (generalized)
- Quadrat
- Transect
- Trapline
- … others are possible

Sampling features are “features”, so their properties may also be recorded as
the result of observations undertaken in the course of a site visit, with the
associated observation metadata. This is particularly relevant for the context
and condition properties, which may change between visits. In an observation
the observed value (observation result) can be associated with a site (the
feature-of-interest) at a specific time and date (the phenomenon time).
Existing community models and vocabularies cover some of the information
required for site context, such as geology (GeoSciML), hydrology (WaterML,
GroundwaterML), soil (ANZSoilML).

Recommendation 2.10
Models from related environmental science disciplines should be used to
describe the context of sampling sites.
Sampling features are often related to other sampling features – such as
stations along a transect, specimens from a borehole, pixels in a scene, subsite within a site, etc. – so a standard association links to a related sampling
feature, with a role so that the nature of the relationship can be indicated.

Recommendation 2.12
A list or register of the common relationships between sites and samplingfeatures used in vegetation sites observations should be maintained, so that they
can be referred to by name or identifier.
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Associations are
inherited from superclasses, as well as
attributes.

Model
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3.4.6 Model description – sites and sampling examples
This example shows a site and a transect:
•

a site has the identifier ex:site-987

•

it was in the context of a study denoted ex:Study_900 (which should be
described elsewhere), and intended to sample two domain features,
denoted ex:groundcover-1 and ex:stratum-1

•

there are three related subsites: two quadrats and one transect

Many other properties and relationships could be captured if required, as
defined in the model shown above, or in an extended version of the model.

This dataset uses elements from multiple namespaces:
-

samfl: is the O&M sampling features schema;
vegsite: is the model in the VegSites package described here;
rdfs: is the standard RDF schema;

-

ex: is a local namespace for the example data

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes.

Model

ex:site-987
a vegsite:EcologicalSamplingSite ;
vegsite:hasStudyContext ex:Study_900 ;
samfl:sampledFeature ex:groundcover-1 ;
samfl:sampledFeature ex:stratum-1 ;
samfl:shape [
a samfl:Surface ;
rdfs:comment
"... geometry and location information here ..." ;
] ;
vegsite:hasLocation
"... description of location of sampling site ..." ;
vegsite:landformContext [
a vegsite:Landform ;
rdfs:comment
"... details of landform ..." ;
] ;
vegsite:siteConditionDetails [
a vegsite:SiteCondition ;
rdfs:comment
"... details of site condition ..." ;
] ;
samfl:complex [
a samfl:SamplingFeatureComplex ;
samfl:relatedSamplingFeature ex:s987-quadrat1 ;
samfl:role vegsite:subSite ;
] ;
samfl:complex [
a samfl:SamplingFeatureComplex ;
samfl:relatedSamplingFeature ex:s987-quadrat2 ;
samfl:role vegsite:subSite ;
] ;
samfl:complex [
a samfl:SamplingFeatureComplex ;
samfl:relatedSamplingFeature ex:s987-transect1 ;
samfl:role vegsite:subSite ;
] ;
.
ex:s987-transect1
a samfl:SamplingCurve ;
samfl:shape [
a samfl:Curve ;
rdfs:comment "... geometry and location information here ..." ;
] ;
.
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3.4.7 Model description – site visit model
A central concept in the practice of vegetation site observations is the SiteVisit.
Its key properties are the visited site, the period during which the visit is
made, and the set of related observations. A SiteVisit may be associated with
related site visits. There may be multimedia recordings associated with a
visit.
The visited site may be a sampling feature (such as an
EcologicalSamplingSite), an EcologicalStudyLocation, a
VegetationCommunity, or an instance of any other relevant feature type.
The context of the site visit is a Study (project or programme). A Study
includes one or more SiteVisits, and may have related studies. The
methodology used in a study may change with time.
Only a few properties are shown for Study and SiteVisit. Full models with all the
required properties need further work to develop.

Issue:
The class EcologicalStudyLocation was introduced to support identification and
description of the broader context within which a number of sites are
established. However, its definition in the prototype model is not significantly
distinct from the general EcologicalSamplingSite, since they share key
properties and relationships, the most important being (i) a pointer to the
sampled feature (ii) links to related sampling features and sites. The latter can
manage nested locations and sites in a more flexible and scalable way than a
pre-defined hierarchy with a fixed number of levels.
Best-practice in information modelling is not to create additional classes which
have the same properties as existing classes. So, if there are no special
properties for study locations, these two classes might be merged.

Recommendation 2.13
Review the need for a class EcologicalStudyLocation separate from the general
EcologicalSamplingSite.
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3.4.8 Model description – site visit examples
This example shows descriptions of two site visits:
•

both visits were to ex:site-987 in the context of the study ex:Study_900

•

the first visit was on 7th September 1953, and the second on 18th March
1965

•

there were eight related observations in the first visit, and one in the second
(all described elsewhere)

•

the second visit was aware of the prior visit.

Many other properties and relationships could be captured if required, as
defined in the model shown above, or in an extended version of the model.

This dataset uses elements from multiple namespaces:
-

oml: is the O&M observations schema [Cox, 2016];
vegsite: is the model in the VegSites package described here;
time: is the standard OWL-Time ontology from W3C [Hobbs & Pan, 2006];

-

ex: is a local namespace for the example data

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes [Gao et al. 2012] .
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ex:visit-1953 a vegsite:SiteVisit ;
vegsite:hasStudyContext ex:Study_900 ;
vegsite:visitedSite ex:site-987 ;
vegsite:during [ a time:ProperInterval ;
time:hasBeginning [ a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "1953-09-07T00:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
] ;
time:hasEnd [ a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "1953-09-07T24:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
] ;
] ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-DBH1 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-GC1 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-GC2 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-GC3 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H1 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H2 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H3 ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-wsc1 ;
.
ex:visit-1965 a vegsite:SiteVisit ;
vegsite:hasStudyContext ex:Study_900 ;
vegsite:visitedSite ex:site-987 ;
vegsite:during [ a time:ProperInterval ;
time:hasBeginning [ a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "1965-03-18T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
] ;
time:hasEnd [ a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "1965-03-18T10:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
] ;
] ;
vegsite:hasSiteVisitRelation [ a vegsite:SiteVisitRelation ;
vegsite:relatedSiteVisit ex:visit-1953 ;
vegsite:role ex:prior-visit ;
] ;
oml:relatedObservation ex:obs-H4 ;
.
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3.4.9 Model description – VegSystems model
The model of the application domain provides names for the things in the world
(features) that the domain practitioners are trying to describe, and lists the
properties that characterize instances of each type. Thus the primary function
of a domain model is to manage a structured inventory of observable
properties, the members of which may serve as the value of the observed
property element in observation data..
In the context of the project, the other key outcome is that development of the
VegSystems model provided an extended worked-example of the modelling
methodology. While the details of this model are provisional and incomplete,
and will be modified or replaced, the formalization of the concepts into features
and properties illustrates a pattern that can be used in future by the community.

The core concept in this model is VegetationCommunityOccurrence, which is
classified according to a community type and spatial mix. The community
may be decomposed structurally into Stratums, or floristically into
Populations, or into other communities, and may include a GroundCover.
A Stratum is characterized by properties describing the structural configuration.
Each Stratum can also be described in terms of its FloristicComponents.
A Population is characterized by properties describing the key floristic
elements. Taxonomic classification uses the class Taxon from Darwin Core.
These share some common properties, factored into an abstract superclass
CommonProperties (not shown here, but the properties are copied down).
The Groundcover is composed of one or more GroundcoverElements.

Recommendation 2.15
If the VegSystems model is carried forward the definition of all the classes
defined in the package must be reviewed in detail.

Recommendation 2.16
Update the model to accommodate additional observable properties as these are
uncovered in future testing and application, along with additional feature-types if
required.
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3.4.10 Model description – ecosystem examples
This example shows a description of a vegetation community.
•

The community is classified as an instance of Marri Forest, with its spatialmix classified as dominant mosaic

•

Two structural elements are distinguished: one stratum and the
groundcover

•

the biomass of the community is estimated as 20 Tonnes per hectare

•

The stratum is dominant, classified as U1, and has maximum height
15.6m

•

The groundcover is 10% bare, 60% green vegetation, 30% litter

This dataset uses elements from multiple namespaces:
- vegsystem: is the model in the VegSystems package described here;
- vegsite: is the model in the VegSites package described above;
- oml: is the O&M observations schema;
-

ex: is a local namespace for the example data

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes.

Many other properties and relationships could be captured if required, as
defined in the model shown above.
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ex:VG1 a vegsystem:VegetationCommunityOccurrence ;
vegsystem:communityType ex:Marri-Forest ;
vegsystem:spatialMix
<http://environment.data.gov.au/ont/vegsystem/def/dominant-mosaic> ;
vegsystem:groundcoverDetails ex:GC1 ;
vegsystem:hasStructuralElement ex:VG1-S1 ;
vegsystem:biomass [ a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "20."^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://qudt.org/vocab/unit#TonnesPerHectare> ;
] ;
.
ex:VG1-S1 a vegsystem:Stratum ;
vegsystem:stratumDominant "true"^^xsd:boolean ;
vegsystem:stratumType
<http://environment.data.gov.au/ont/vegsystem/def/U1> ;
vegsystem:height [ a vegsite:Height ;
vegsystem:heightClassification
<http://example.org/vegemite/EEM-ex1/7> ;
vegsystem:heightMaximum [ a oml:SimpleMeasure ;
oml:amount "15.6"^^xsd:double ;
oml:uom <http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/SI/metre> ;
] ;
] ;
vegsystem:stratumTypeConfidence ex:high ;
.
ex:GC1 a vegsystem:Groundcover ;
vegsystem:hasGroundcoverElement ex:GC1-E1 ;
vegsystem:hasGroundcoverElement ex:GC1-E2 ;
vegsystem:hasGroundcoverElement ex:GC1-L ;
.
ex:GC1-E1 a vegsystem:GroundcoverElement ;
vegsystem:componentProportion "0.1"^^xsd:float ;
vegsystem:groundcoverType def:bare ;
.
ex:GC1-E2 a vegsystem:GroundcoverElement ;
vegsystem:componentProportion "0.6"^^xsd:float ;
vegsystem:groundcoverType def:green-vegetation ;
.
ex:GC1-L a vegsystem:Litter ;
vegsystem:componentProportion "0.3"^^xsd:float ;
vegsystem:litterType def:detritus ;
.
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3.4.11 Model description – the thematic map view
The VegSystems model adopts a view that vegetation systems may be
described as being composed of discrete elements, each of which can be
deemed homogeneous (even if transiently). This view is often taken by
agencies responsible for surveys to support state of the environment monitoring
and reporting, and is often used in models for environmental science domains.
The primary assumptions are that
1.

a “thematic map” view is a useful outcome, i.e. the overall region of
interest can be sub-divided into homogeneous communities, which can
(eventually) be classified by ‘community-type’, and whose spatial footprints
are of interest
N.B. Boundaries between communities may not be sharp, and are
often unknown at the beginning of a study

2.

a model that defines the names of characteristic properties for these
communities and their components can be formalized and agreed upon

3.

values for properties of a community can be determined through direct
observation, or through derivation based on more primitive observations

4.

sites are chosen to sample the communities, where observations are
made. The results of the observations are representative of a community
or component.

Alternative conceptualizations are used for other purposes, in particular
focusing on the spatial and temporal variation of ecosystem properties.

Note that the modelling framework defined in ISO 19109:2015 allows for properties to vary with location within the scope of a feature if
required. For example, elevation of a landscape; ore-grade within a mine; temperature of the atmosphere; density of forest canopy.
Variation may be in both space and time, and may be continuous or discontinuous. A property that varies spatially or temporally is
described as a field or coverage.
Discrete features might be distinguished by detecting when the value of a property passes some threshold, or satisfies some other
criterion according to the application.
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3.4.12 Model description – vocabularies
Some of the feature properties are classifiers, whose value should be taken
from a pre-defined list or vocabulary. Those explicitly identified in the
Vegetation Sites information model are shown here, together with annotations
indicating the class (feature) and attribute (property) to which they apply.
As well as the vocabularies indicated with classes stereotyped «CodeList»,
controlled vocabularies are required for a number of other slots in the
Vegetation Sites information model. These include

-

Sets of descriptions of protocols and sensors
The inventory of observable properties
Values for the role attribute in various associations

We show some values to provide an illustration of the scope of each list, mostly
taken from corresponding NVIS vocabularies, but these values are not
definitive. In the basic implementation of the model, each vocabulary class is
only a ‘stub’, which is then substituted by a designated vocabulary when used
for data transfer.
Data values taken from vocabularies are the top of the stack in semantic
harmonization. Interoperability between different data sources is complete if the
same vocabularies are used with a shared model of the data structures, but a
single shared vocabulary may be constrained by institutional or business
arrangements to use local ‘authority tables’ in the source data. In addition, any
historical data is likely to use a variety of controlled vocabularies. Therefore,
conversion from the vocabularies used locally to vocabularies designated for
transfer will be a part of data preparation for transfer, alongside transformation
from the storage schema to the transfer model.

The notation used here is from ISO 19103:2015, and has most vocabularies modeled as
a class with the stereotype «CodeList». This indicates that the set of terms shown is
incomplete and may be extended.
Another stereotype «Enumeration» can be used to indicate that the set of alternatives
is provably complete. This does not appear to apply to any of the vocabularies here.
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3.4.13 Model description – vocabulary example
SKOS (the Simple Knowledge Organization System) is a standard RDF
schema for formalizing term+definition vocabularies, including hierarchical
relationships, and with multi-lingual labels if required [Miles & Bechhofer, 2009].
The StratumType vocabulary is implemented as a Class. Following the rules
given in ISO 19150-2, a «CodeList» class is implemented as a sub-class of
skos:Concept.

The members of the StratumType code list are instantiated as individuals of
type vegsystem:StratumType. Each is automatically also a skos:Concept
due to the sub-class relationship. Each item has a label and (usually) a
definition. Where items are related hierarchically, this is recorded using
skos:broader relationships. The source from where the definition was taken
may be indicated explicitly – in this case it is from the Australian Soil and Land
Survey Field Handbook [National Committee on Soil and Terrain, 2009].

This vocabulary uses elements from multiple namespaces:
- vegsystem: is the namespace for the vegetation systems model;
- stratumtype: is for the stratum-type vocabulary;
- owl: is the OWL web ontology language;
-

rdfs: is the RDF Schema language;

-

skos: is the Simple Knowledge Organization System;

-

xsd: is for the standard XML datatypes.
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vegsystem:StratumType a owl:Class ;
rdfs:label "Stratum type"^^xsd:string ;
rdfs:subClassOf skos:Concept ;
.

stratumtype:G a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:definition "can also be the dominant stratum (e.g. in places
where grass cover is closed and trees are very sparse). No mandatory
height limit on the ground layer, but it is usually less than 2.0m tall.
"^^xsd:string ;
skos:prefLabel "Ground stratum"^^xsd:string ;
dc:source "Hnatiuk, RJ, Thackway, R, and Walker, J (2009) Vegetation.
in 'Australian soil and land survey field handbook (3rd edn).' (National
Committee on Soil and Terrain) (CSIRO Publishing: Melbourne)." ;
.
stratumtype:M a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:definition "if present, is between the dominant stratum and the
lowest or ground stratum. When present, there are no preconceived height
limits for this stratum. Record actual heights and fit into classes
later. "^^xsd:string ;
skos:prefLabel "Mid-stratum"^^xsd:string ;
.
stratumtype:U a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:definition "In most cases, the tallest stratum will be the
dominant stratum. Emergents are an exception (see 'Emergents').
"^^xsd:string ;
skos:prefLabel "Dominant or upper stratum"^^xsd:string ;
.
stratumtype:U1 a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:broader stratumtype:U ;
skos:prefLabel "U1"^^xsd:string ;
.
stratumtype:U2 a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:broader stratumtype:U ;
skos:prefLabel "U2"^^xsd:string ;
.
stratumtype:U3 a vegsystem:StratumType ;
skos:broader stratumtype:U3 ;
skos:prefLabel "U3"^^xsd:string ;
.
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3.4.14 Model description – vocabulary implementation

Model

Governance of vocabulary content is usually on a different timescale and
requires a different skill-set than model structure, and will typically be delegated
to technical teams having a strong science focus.

The URIs should be made dereferenceable (resolvable) using the standard HTTP
protocol, so that the definition of a term can be immediately retrieved and
inspected. This requires that

In most existing systems, even if a vocabulary is publicly available on the web,
there is usually a single identifier for the whole vocabulary. A key feature of the
formalization described here is that each item (term) in a vocabulary has its
own URI - for example, stratumtype:G is short for (something like)
http://environment.data.gov.au/def/veg/stratumtype/G. So reference can be
made to an individual term using its URI from within a dataset. Using URIs to
identify vocabulary terms also decouples the publication of the vocabularies
from the rest of the model, thus allowing them to be accessed in a variety of
data implementations.

•

Recommendation 3.1
Vocabularies required for the Vegetation Sites information model should be
formalized using SKOS/RDF.

•

URIs for terms are stable, so the base URI for the vocabulary and its members
is carefully selected
the hosting arrangements are long-lasting – as long lived as the data.

Recommendation 3.2
Vocabularies required for the Vegetation Sites information model should be
published as linked data.

Recommendation 3.3
Vocabularies required for the Vegetation Sites information model should use
URIs consistent with the recommendations of the Australian Government Linked
Data Working Group.

Recommendation 3.4
The hosting arrangements for vocabularies should be carefully considered, in
particular the requirements that the vocabulary be accessible using a stable URI
over the lifetime of datasets using it.
The existing vocabularies from NVIS and the Australian Soil and Land Survey
Field Handbook are obvious initial candidates for shared vocabularies covering
several of the themes, so it would clearly be useful if they were converted to the
formalization shown here and published as linked data – i.e. so that each URI
used in the vocabulary was resolvable and returned a useful representation, such
as shown here.

Recommendation 3.7

There are a variety of options for publishing vocabularies, the full exploration of which is
beyond the scope of this report. Within the Australian research sector, ANDS offers
Research Vocabularies Australia, which provides tools for the development and
maintenance of vocabularies, as well as their publication.
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The remainder of the vocabularies in the Australian Soil and Land Survey Field
Handbook – Landform, Vegetation, Land surface – should be encoded following
the patterns shown here, and published on the web as Linked Data.

Recommendation 3.8
All the NVIS vocabularies should be encoded following the patterns shown here,
and published on the web as Linked Data.

Section 3

3.5 Deliverables
A number of machine readable resources are provided as the deliverables related to the prototype model. These are
published in a repository hosted by CSIRO at https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse . The
repository is world-readable, and provides a Git interface, so users can easily clone or download the various artefacts as
needed.
1.

The model is formalized as a UML structure model (static classes), using Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect. The
model is available as a EAP file https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetationsites/browse/uml/VegetationSites.eap

2.

Snapshots of the class diagrams are available as either PDF or PNG documents
https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse/uml

3.

Example data formatted as XML documents https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetationsites/browse/xml This has been developed manually, as no XML schema has been generated at this time. However,
these examples show use of GML and OMXML elements consistent with the standard XML implementation
methods defined by Open Geospatial Consortium

4.

An RDFS/OWL implementation of the model, factored into two documents
https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse/rdf/vegsite.ttl and
https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse/rdf/vegsystem.ttl corresponding to the
sites/observations model, and to the vegetation systems model described in this document

5.

RDF/SKOS implementations of a subset of the vocabularies identified in the model
https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse/rdf

6.

RDF data instances corresponding to the preliminary essential environmental measure examples that were provided
by the Essential Environmental Measures Working Group in the course of the project
https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/EIS/repos/vegetation-sites/browse/rdf

7.

A record of all project discussions in BaseCamp https://basecamp.com/3054570/projects/11656118
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3.6 Assessment of the model

Model

The model relies strongly on re-use of the O&M pattern, including both the
observation metadata model, and the sampling features model. This provides
both the rigour and flexibility necessary to capture the sample data against
which it has been tested. Furthermore it is consistent with NEII standards, as
well as services available from other Australian government agencies
(Geoscience Australia, Bureau of Meteorology) and NCRIS facilities (IMOS,
AuScope).
In the VegSites package, some elaboration has been required in both the
observation schema (for provenance of derived observations) and to model
specialized sampling features (sites, study area). A key new concept that was
introduced in the sites model – the notion of a ‘site-visit’ – emerged both from
the requirements analysis undertaken by the working group in workshops and
other consultations, and also from the analysis of precedent models derived
from other initiatives in the ecosystems domain.
The definition of all the classes defined in the VegSystems package must be
reviewed in detail. This domain model is secondary to the VegSites package,
serving primarily to (a) organize an inventory of observable properties and
features-of-interest used in observations, and (b) provide an extended workedexample of the methodology, as part of capacity-building for the VegSites
working group.

One important area that needs further investigation is the tracing and recording
of higher level provenance information. While the O&M model does support the
notion of ‘derived’ results, made in the context of previous observations that are
used as inputs to a derivation, this is a limited treatment at a fine-grained level,
which will need to be complemented further along the value chain. The W3C
PROV Ontology [Gil & Miles, 2013] provides a flexible, generic method for
detailed provenance tracing related to datasets and data products.

Core W3C PROV model
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3.7 General issues
Issues
1. The development of the prototype information model has introduced a standard
framework, and formal modelling process to the working group, based on standards
already adopted in contexts that the community is expected to interact with – NEII,
other NCRIS facilities, Geoscience Australia, Bureau of Meteorology.
Does the working group wish to continue to use the standards-based featuremodelling method to explore and formalize its consensus?

2. The prototype model is substantially incomplete. Most classes only represent a
skeleton of the full scope of the information that is collected and intended for
exchange.
Should the prototype model be carried forward as the basis for future
consensus, at least as a formalization of the requirements for vegetation sites
observations and monitoring? Alternatively, has the primary impact of the
development of the prototype model been in community-formation and capacity
building – an extended ‘worked example’?

3. The project utilised a set of collaboration tools – Basecamp for documents and
discussion, WebEx for teleconferencing and scrums, BitBucket for publishing model
artefacts. In order to use the artefacts from BitBucket, participants must be able to
work with the file-formats provided (EAP, XML, TTL). In practice, very few of the
project participants made direct use of the project deliverables during the project
timeframe.
Are the collaboration tools, and the artefacts delivered, suitable for this
community?
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Section 4

4.1 Overview

Capacity building

Our approach

Assessing capacity

CSIRO adopted a User Centred Design Approach to the
project comprising facilitated workshops to:

To gauge participants knowledge at key stages in the process
online surveys were conducted prior to and after workshop 1
and after workshop 2.

•

elicit high level end user requirements for the data to be
exchanged

•

elicit the important properties of things in the real world
about which data is captured

•

group these properties into classes that represent
features of interest about which observations and
measurements are made

•

co-develop an initial prototype model that expresses
how features are related to each other

The results of these surveys are presented in the following
pages.

Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Following the initial face to face workshop, weekly technical
scrums were held providing an opportunity to comment on
and review the model. A number of WG members attended
the technical scrums
Information modelling was the primary focus of capacity
building. Throughout the model development process in
both the face to face workshops and technical scrums,
relevant concepts were presented and explained to WG
participants.
Given
the
limited
timeframes,
experiential learning (learning through experience) was the
primary mode of capacity building.
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4.2 Pre-workshop survey

Capacity building

Survey participation
Nine respondents completed the pre-workshop survey on
knowledge of information modelling and standardisation
processes and expectation about key challenges that would
be encountered.
Role of info model in standards dev
Elicitation of requirements

Response

Practice /art of modelling

Knowledge gaps
At the commencement of the project, the majority of
participants indicated a lack of knowledge relating to the
elicitation of requirements, and practice of modelling, including
working across levels of abstraction and harmonising models.

Working across levels of abstraction
Aligning harmonising models
Implementation of models in data
schemas

Key adoption challenges
Respondents anticipated that they anticipated that key
challenges in relation to adoption were:
•

understanding requirements

•

reconciling
different
requirements

•

differing levels of maturity amongst participants

community

perspective

on

Interestingly, community members indicated that lack of
incentives for participation was not a key challenge.

Understanding requirements
Reconciling different requirements of the community
Differing levels of maturity
Needs and drivers of the community
Alignment with existing models at national and global level
Reconciling the available data with the common model
Variable maturity of the community
Lack of incentives for participation
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4.3 Post workshop 1 survey - outcomes

Capacity building

Survey participation

Respondent comments

9 survey respondents

1. Workshop and capacity building focus
Like to learn more about “Testing” and “Model
development”
“to deliver on the goal of capacity building in terms of
information modelling skills the project should have had a
dedicated workshop developing these skills before trying to
do the modelling. Either that or acknowledge that the
capacity we were seeking to build was a community and
that the role of the project team is to provide the modelling
capacity.”

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Workshop well paced within the allotted time
Workshop team good communicators
Time allotted to each session was appropriate
The material was presented in an organized manner
The workshop material presented was appropriate to my
level of technical understanding
6. The workshop achieved the outcomes I expected

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Questions
1. I can describe the difference between information
modelling and data modelling
2. I have a deeper understanding of environmental data
standards now than prior to the workshop
3. I could apply what I have learned at this workshop
4. I can explain the process and importance of information
modelling

Q1
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Q2

Q3

Q4

2. Knowledge gaps
“Applying the draft data model in my local system
environment to allow testing. This requires own research
and implementation rather than training.”
“How it work into or affect my work.”
“Purpose for models”
“The workshop did not frame the end to end process information modelling to exchange data standard and
exchange protocol.”
“key gap is in my ability to explain to others how the
information model will be translated into tangible outputs
that will enable the goal of the WG to be achieved”
“Understanding UML.”

Section 4

4.4 Post workshop 2 survey - outcomes

Capacity building

Workshop assessment

Survey participation
11 respondents completed the post workshop 2 survey. While
there was substantial overlap, workshop 2 had some
participants who were not present in workshop 1.

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Workshop well paced within the allotted time
Workshop team good communicators
Time allotted to each session was appropriate
The material was presented in an organized manner
The workshop material presented was appropriate to my
level of technical understanding
6. The workshop achieved the outcomes I expected

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

(1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree)

Questions
1. I can describe the difference between information
modelling and data modelling
2. I have a deeper understanding of environmental data
standards now than prior to the workshop
3. I could apply what I have learned at this workshop
4. I can explain the process and importance of information
modelling

Q1

Q2

(1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree)

Q3

Q4

Q6

In general respondents were very positive about the
workshop and how it was conducted. Some specific
respondent comments are provided below.
“The mix of this workshop was better than the first, you
listened well and responded to the needs of the group to
re-visit the core foundation principles of the group.”; “would
have been great to see actual decisions and clarity but I
appreciate that might be asking too much of the process at
that point.”
‘time could have [been] spent on discussing the
implementation aspect of the information model.” ; “Very
well run!”

Outcomes and knowledge gaps
Respondents in general positive about the outcomes of the
workshop, with 70% agreeing that they have a deeper
understanding of environmental data standards now than
prior to the workshop and that they could apply what they
have learned at the workshop. 45% agreed and 10%
strongly agreed that they could explain the process and
importance of information modelling. Some specific
respondent comments are provided below:
‘bit [of] confusion on the implementation aspect’
‘There is a considerable knowledge / skill gap in the group
in our ability to choose a data model (AEKOS / Working
Group), and in beginning an approach to an
implementation.’
‘where the specific edge of what is in and out of scope.’
‘Understanding existing data standards such as Darwin
Core, O&M, ENVO and why they were used in the data
model. Pros and cons of adopting standards was not made
clear. These standards need to be extended to
accommodate the full suite of veg site data, and what is the
process for doing this?’
‘Information modelling’
An assessment of capacity building efforts and
recommendations are provided in WG capacity building.
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Section 5

5.1 Overview

Governance

The issues

The approach

CSIRO was contracted to assist the WG to develop recommendations on key steps to
progress the prototype information model to a national standard and how data custodians
might be able to use the information model to expose their data via web services.

Given these issues, it was decided that a focus only on standardisation was premature and
that effort should be focused on addressing governance and future implementation concerns
raised by the WG.

During WG engagement to develop the prototype model, a number of issues surfaced with
respect to WG governance. Specifically, WG members expressed concerns about the
following:

To address these concerns an approach was developed to lead WG members through a
process of:

1. Governance
• how the Information model WG relates to the measures programme and broader
ecological science activities
• WG decision authority and processes i.e. how decisions were made and by whom?
2. Implementation decisions:
• an approach to prototype model development that specifically includes the use of
precedent models
• clarify what the Vegetation Sites information model represents in relation to an exchange
format
• explain options for how a community model could be used to enable data exchange in
the context of existing information supply chains including AEKOS data feeds
Many of these issues arose due to the opportunistic approach taken by the measures
programme and the rapid sequence of events leading up to the model development project.
An online survey of WG participants (members and observers), was undertaken to gain
insight into WG members’ feelings about how well the WG is functioning in terms of
governance and participation.

VMOSA1 strategic planning
To frame governance and implementation discussions in a logical
sequence, a strategic planning framework VMOSA was used. The
"VMOSA" is a practical planning process for a group or initiative
comprising definition of Vision, Mission, Objectives, Strategies, and
Action Plans.

1 See Community Toolbox

1.

revisiting, refining and reconfirming the purpose of the WG and exploring desired WG
governance arrangements

2.

Exploring key WG implementation decisions about the use of the prototype model to
progress the shared goals of improved vegetation site data exchange

The second day of Workshop 2 was used to explore both the governance and
implementation decisions. A user centred design approach (engaging stakeholders in each
step of the design process) was used, with CSIRO facilitating WG members’ discussions in
breakout groups and synthesising the results in plenary.
This report presents the results of these discussions together with recommendations
regarding next steps for the WG. The remainder of this section synthesises the exploration
of governance issues by the WG. Section 6 - Implementation of this report synthesises the
implementation discussions and positions articulated by WG members.
Together these recommendations represent a series of decisions that need to be made by
the WG in relation to its operation and implementation trajectories for vegetation site data
exchange.

Vision - The dream
Mission – What the group if doing and
why?
Out of scope for discussion

Strategies - How will objectives be
achieved?

Covered in Section 6 - Implementation

Out of scope for discussion
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5.2 Governance and participation health check

Governance

To gain a deeper insight into WG
members’ feelings about how well
the WG is functioning, a governance
and participation health check online
survey of participants (members and
observers), was undertaken.
18 respondents completed the
survey, the majority of whom (55%)
work for state/territory organisations
with 45% always participating in WG
teleconferences
and
50%
occasionally participating.

Survey questions

Survey results & interpretation

Q1 Clear objectives - I have a clear
understanding of why I (and my
organisation) are collaborating and
what we hope to achieve
Q2 Clear objectives - Members
know why they are collaborating and
what they hope to achieve.
Q3 Focus on outcomes – members
demonstrate commitment to the
group's outputs
Q4 Achievement of results – the
group achieves its objectives in a
timely and effective manner.
Q5 Sharing the load – the group's
workload is distributed fairly among
its members

The results indicate that in general participants feel
that the WG is functioning well. Participants have a
clear understanding of why they are participating
but that other either collectively or individually have
less clarity about WG objectives.
Participants feel that the there is a demonstrated
commitment to the group’s outputs, but expressed
a rather more neutral feeling about the group
ability to achieve objectives in a timely manner and
the sharing of the workload between WG
members.

Q1
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Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Section 5

5.3 Authorising environment – Measures & Vegetation Sites WGs
The
broader
governance
authorising environment

and

Governance

Current arrangements
Department of the
Environment

To frame the discussion on WG governance, a brief
exploration of broader authorising environment for national
environmental information and the relationship between the
Vegetation Sites WG and the measures programme was
conducted. This was deemed necessary to ensure that
conversations about the WG purpose and scope were
tethered to and embedded within broader governance
realities. A mud map of the broader authorising environment
is shown in Section 1 - The installed base. The discussions
and WG member consensus about measures programme and
Vegetation Sites WG arrangements are presented on this
page.

Measures Expert
Panel

Working Group
to Develop
Measures

Key questions -

A number of questions were
posed to the WG members about the current arrangements.

Measures
programme Sponsor
Measures
programme
Manager

Working Group
to Develop Info
model/DEF

Participant consensus
on governance arrangements

Top down versus bottom-up mandate

•

A top down approach is not relevant or useful in this situation.

Is there a top-down or bottom up consensus
based mandate and authorising model in
operation between the measures programme
and the Vegetation Sites WG?

•

Bottom up decision making is the model in operation, as the WG
consists of representatives from organisations that are participating on
a voluntary basis. i.e. there is no formal mandate or compulsion to
participate.

WG participant authority

•

Participants’ organisational roles give them authority – organisations
send the person with the right role to the WG.

Do WG participants have authority to make
decisions on behalf of their organisations?

•

Participants are experts and their authority to make decisions is based
on their expertise.

•

Participants’ organisations operate installed base component (i.e. are
data providers) and this confers authority on them.

Decision compliance

•

What is the force of decisions that the WG
makes and how should adoption be achieved?

Voluntary adoption initially will help with getting some runs on the
board.

•

Expanding adoption, scope and stakeholder engagement over time will
help get the model embedded as a community standard.
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Organisational roles
of members

Authority
(of WG
members)
based on

Members’ expertise

Operators of the
installed base (data
and system owners)

Section 5

5.4 Working group purpose – the vision

Governance

Share the data
Access unlimited!

Data liberated!

Data for the people

Working Group members were asked
to craft short vision statements as a
means of validating whether there
was a shared vision.

Vegetationsite-harmony

Better decisions through
shared data
Share data openly

Discoverable
Accessible Reuseable
(DAR)

Accessible
reproduceable data

Save the whales save the
data

Sharing data environment
Veg outxxxx

Data entropy prophylactic

Shared Environmental Data
Share the legend

A shared purpose
The results shown above indicate that there is a strong shared view about the vision of the WG. It is worth noting that the
statements developed are broadly focussed on open, accessible and useable data as opposed to the narrow mission of
developing an information model as the specific output of the WG. This usefully reaffirms that the WG’s vision is aligned
with that of the Essential Measures Programme around Reusable Accessible Discoverable (RAD) data.
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Section 5

5.4 Working group purpose – the mission
A review, refinement and reconfirmation of the mission of the
WG was undertaken. The review took as its starting point,
expressions of the WG purpose from two documents:
• terms of reference for Working Group
• work plan for Working Group activities1

Governance

Key issues identified through the discussion

Working Group ToR
Purpose
To develop a national information model and data exchange protocol for
vegetation site data.

Function

Framing the discussion
Key questions

The Working Group will be responsible for developing and implementing
a programme of work to deliver a national information model and data
exchange protocol for vegetation site data. This programme will include
activities, outputs, roles and responsibilities, resource requirements,
constraints and timelines.

To assist the participants’ review of the current and desired
description of the purpose (the ‘what’ and ‘why’) of the WG
the following questions were posed:
• Is the scope of the WG ToR correct? Does it adequately
describe what the WG proposes to do and why?
• The current WG work plan describes outcomes and
benefits. Does this adequately describe what the WG is
doing and why?

Outputs, outcomes and impacts
To further frame the discussion, participants were asked to
think in terms of WG outputs, outcome and impacts. This was
to ensure that the statement of purpose was focussed in an
appropriate manner i.e. in terms of outcomes and impacts
rather than outputs:
• outputs - the concrete artefacts that are produced – e.g.
an information model or a report. These are typically easy
to quantify and measure
• outcome - the beneficial effect an activity has on the
needs or issues that it is targeting. An outcome is a
measureable change that occurred because of an activity
e.g. adoption of an information model for data exchange
by n agencies
• impact - the long-term and/or indirect effects of
outcomes. Impacts are what we hope the efforts of an
activity will accomplish. They are hard to measure. E.g.
improved evidenced based environmental decision
making

1 See WG Work plan (WG basecamp)
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Sustainability: Modern technical systems, including information
models, are never “finished”. There will be a series of versions.
Who maintains the model? How often is it reviewed? Underlying
concepts change as well as delivery mechanisms.
Articulate assumptions and build trust: Need to articulate
assumptions (e.g. non-negotiables). This is part of developing
shared values and identifying expected behaviours, which will help
all members of the community work together effectively and build
trust as a self-governing group.
Assumptions based on theory of change: Initial data exchange
will expose fragmented, inconsistent data. By doing so, this will
reveal problems that require investment to fix.

Participant consensus on WG purpose
Development and adoption of an information model and data exchange protocol(s)

What?

Initial scope is to ensure that essential measures concepts
are included in the information model, with scope being
expanded over time.

Why?

Improved supply data, improving knowledge and understanding to inform
critical environmental decisions.

For
whom?

Initially, Australian governments, with the stakeholder group being
slowly expanded. The ultimate beneficiaries being society.

How?

•
•
•
•
•

Communication
Community enables outcomes
Capacity of community is built
Consensus based decision making
Defining success criteria

Section 5

5.5 Working group operation – governance and participation survey
Having reviewed and reaffirmed the WG purpose a
review of the WG governance was commenced. To
inform this process, an online survey (governance
and participation health check) was used. WG
participants were asked questions about WG
processes, and constructive conflict.

Governance

Group process – the way in which a group operates

Survey questions

Survey results & interpretation

Group Process

Group process

Q1 Common Purpose and Principles – the
group’s principles and purpose are shared and
overt.
Q2 Role Clarity - roles are clearly defined and
understood by all members
Q3 Climate— members trust and respect each
other; they are unified and supportive of the
group’s decisions.
Q4 Openness - members express their opinions
freely and fully, and with moderation.
Q5 Openness - I feel able to express my opinions
freely and fully.
Q6 Listening - I feel I am listened to and
my comments have an influence on the group's
progress.
Q7 Conflict - when there is conflict, this is seen as
a clash of opinions which serves to shed light on
the issue being discussed, rather than a clash
between the individuals.

The results indicate that broadly the respondents
are more positive than negative about the
functioning of the group.
The group process was rated positively in terms of:

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5
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Q1

Q2

openness >60% agreeing or strongly
agreeing with the statement that they feel
able to openly express opinions (q4)

•

constructive conflict exists within the
group - 70% agreeing or strongly agreeing
(q7)

•

listening 50% indicting that they feel they
are being listened to (q6)

Q7

A less positive sentiment was expressed around
the group purpose with 40% neither agreeing or
disagreeing that group purpose is overt and
shared, 24% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing
and 32 % agreeing or strongly agreeing). Role
clarity rate poorly with 50% expressing a neutral
opinion.

Constructive conflict

Constructive conflict
Q1 Members value their diversity. They look for
opportunities
to
make
their
relationships
productive.
Q2 Members seek mutual benefit. They
understand that they have mutual interests and
seek common ground.
Q3 I feel empowered. I am confident that I have
the mandate, opportunities and skills to manage
conflict.

Q6

•

Q3

Section 5

5.5 Working group operation – governance

Governance

Having confirmed the purpose of the WG and the feelings of participants about how well
the WG is functioning in terms of process and constructive conflict, WG participants next
reviewed WG governance focusing on:
•

The Scope of decision making (what?)

•

WG membership and representation (who?)

•

decision making processes (how?)

What?
How?

Who?

Definition of governance - ‘authority structures’ & decision making
processes, by which communities manage their collective affairs
through a continuous process of negotiation & decision-making
Mandate & authority

Agreements

Authority structure

Framing the discussion

Scope

To frame discussions around decision scope, decision rights, and decision making
processes, a simple model of governance and relevance concepts was presented to the
WG participants.
Authority structure – a decision making body comprising two or more individuals

Representation – members of an authority structure may represent the interests of
organisations or groups of people
Scope – scope of decisions that an authority structure makes. Multiple decision domains
may be defined within a decision making scope
Membership & Representation – organisational and community hats
Delegation – scope of decision authority
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Membership
& roles, ToR

Representation
Delegation
Authority
structure

Section 5

5.5 Working group operation – scope of decision authority
In the exploration of WG governance, participants
commenced with a review of scope of decision
making authority for the WG.

Governance

Participant consensus on the scope of WG decision authority

Framing the discussion
To frame the discussion, the following question
was posed - What is the scope of decision that the
WG should be making? e.g. model development,
data
exchange
standards,
implementation
technologies, common infrastructure development
and priority activities.

Essential Measures programme
provides context

Working Group decision scope

Out of scope

WG participant consensus
Measures programme provides the context and
drivers for WG including definition of measures as
primary requirements for the data exchange model.
The three main decision domains for the WG are:
1. model and exchange standard design and
implementation (excluding the specification of
technology choices for data providers)
2. WG administration and operation
3. community engagement

All three decision domains imply effort to
implement the decision that may be made by the
WG. Implementation of decision is not the
responsibility of the WG, though decisions about
work planning (priority and resourcing) are in
scope.

The model and exchange standard
•
•
•

Structure, breadth & depth of model
Implementation decisions
Model and data related vocabularies

Data exchange syntax
Options (with preferred)

WG admin and operation

Community engagement

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

WG membership
WG ToR
WG work programme
Intellectual property
Collaboration platforms
Internal communications
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•

Interactions with others in the
ecological information
governance ecosystem
external communications

Data provider choice of
technology for
implementation
Data supplied by providers
Data licensing
Uptake & adoption

Section 5

5.5 Working group operation – decision rights modalities
Having determined the scope of decision, WG participants explored
decision rights and decision making modalities for the WG.

Governance

Participant consensus

Framing the discussion

Decision rights

To frame the discussion two multi-part questions were posed:
1: Who should be involved in the WG?
• Who can join?
• Who do they represent?
• How are they appointed?
2: How should decisions be made?
• Who has what decision authority? (input or decide)?
• How do decision making processes work?
• How are agreements documented?

Decision rights (the pigs*)
Data providers - make decisions, as they have to
implement those decisions, and pay the costs.
Providers include:
• State and territory agencies
• Commonwealth Depts – Environment, Agriculture
• NCRIS facilities – TERN, ALA
Decisions rights is equivalent to ‘empower’ in the IAP2
Public Participation Spectrum

Decision input (the chickens*)
Other interested parties – participate and
provide input to discussion
• Geoscience Australia, Bureau of
Meteorology
• CSIRO and universities
• Domain peak bodies
Decision input is equivalent to ‘collaborate’ in
the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum

Discussion
Consensus based decision making processes

Participants did not address question 1 as WG membership and
representation were considered to be optimum. Discussion instead
focussed on decisions rights and decision making process.
Decision rights - Consensus was rapidly reached on WG
participants that have decision rights i.e. able to make decisions
(data provider organisations) and those able to provide input to
discussions (other interested parties). The chicken and pigs analogy
was used to differentiate decision rights and decision input roles*
Consensus based decision making - Participants rapidly reached
consensus that consensus based decision making was the preferred
decision process for the WG.
The following decision making processes were raised and rejected
by the group:
• If a decision is not forthcoming Commonwealth Department of
the Environment should decide
• A veto option should be available

1.

Consensus based decision making is the preferred style of decision making.

2.

The chair plays a key role in facilitating consensus building.

3.

If consensus does not emerge the WG will explore and unpack issue & seek wider opinions.

4.

No voting – everyone's voice is important.

5.

Decisions should be based on evaluation criteria where appropriate. These need to be
developed for key decision domains for the WG.

6.

Need to have a mechanism by which decisions can be reviewed and potentially revisited.

7.

Decision should be recorded and made available to WG members (need for secretariat service
to support efficient use of the group’s time e.g. agenda, minutes, decision log).

Useful tools on how to run consensus meetings – see http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/consensus)
*The chicken and the pig A Pig and a Chicken are walking down the road. The Chicken says: "Hey Pig, I was thinking we should open a restaurant!“
Pig replies: "Hmm, maybe, what would we call it?“ The Chicken responds: "How about 'ham-n-eggs'?“ The Pig thinks for a moment and says: "No thanks. I'd be
committed, but you'd only be involved."
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Section 5

5.6 Post Workshop 2 survey – outcomes

Post workshop 2 survey
After the second workshop at which participants
explored WG purpose governance and strategic
implementation option, an online survey was used to
gauge participants feelings about the clarity of purpose
and the path forward for the WG.

Governance

(such as AEKOS) seems a logical step forward so that
Australia's vegetation site data is available in the one
repository. Overall, the workshop was very valuable and
it would be great to see the technical working group
continue.”
“…we made solid progress towards this [defining
foundation principles for the WG]”

Survey results

“How will we manage to carry on to completion”

The majority of survey respondents (11 in total) indicated
that they agreed with the statement that my
understanding of the WG purpose and scope is clearer
than before the workshop (q1). With regard to whether
the WG as a whole had a shared understanding of a
path forward (q2) responses were a normal distribution
skewed to a positive response 30% agreed, 10%
strongly agreed, 40% were neutral and 10% disagreed.
This indicates that work still needs to be done to build a
shared understanding of WG purpose and scope.

“How to bring groups with different axes to grind onto the
same page. (I think they do agree, but don't seem to
want to have this known?)”

Respondents were asked about whether they as
individuals believed they had a clear path forward to
improving vegetation site data exchange (q3) and
whether the WG as a whole had a shared understanding
of the path forward. 35% of respondents expressed a
neutral opinion about individual clarity while 65% agreed
that they had a clear path. This result is similar to that for
shared path forward with 35% of respondents expressing
a neutral opinion and 55% agreeing that there was a
shared view about the path forward (10% disagreed with
the statement).

Respondent comments
The following are selected respondent comments
relating to clarity of purpose and the path forward for the
working group:
“More work needs to be done to uncover and explore
underlying assumptions of different perspectives”
“Exposing vegetation site data from each jurisdiction (i.e.
via web services) is one thing (and some states are
already doing this), but providing it to an aggregator

“How we move forward into actually implementing this
with the potential of limited funding. Still a bit lost as to
how decisions will be made.”
Survey questions
Q1 My understanding of the WG purpose and scope is clearer
than prior to the workshop.
Q2 I feel that Working Group members have a shared
understanding of the purpose and scope of the Working Group.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

(1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree)

Q3 I feel that the Working Group has a clear path forward with
regard to improving vegetation site data exchange.
I feel that Working Group members
.Q4
shared understanding about the path forward.

have

a

Elevator pitches – vegetation site data exchange project progress and prospects
At the conclusion of the workshop participants were asked how (in the form of a 15 second elevator pitch) they would report
back to a senior executive in their organisation about the progress, and future prospects for the vegetation site data
exchange schema development activity. This was a useful exercise to rapidly gauge participants’ feelings about progress and
future prospects for the initiative.
“Making progress towards a long term,
desirable goal but still lots of work to do
move from an agreement about
standardisation requirements to
implementation of data exchange
format”
“The model developed to date
represents an aspiration for data
exchange and integration”
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“Capacity and skills of members have
improved – group better able to
understand what needs to be done but
not necessarily able to do it”
“Some participants have been
committed to AEKOS for some years –
our proposed approach will enable
realisation of benefits of this
commitment”

“The development of a standardised
model that can assist in bringing
together veg data, and potentially
geological and hydrological data, is
much closer”

S5 Governance

Section 6
Implementation
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Section 6

6.1 Setting the scene – information supply chains and data maturity
The WG is charged with
developing a prototype
information model for vegetation site data exchange.
However this is not, an end goal for the WG. At the
completion of the CSIRO contract, a documented prototype
model that represents an agreement on requirements for
standardisation has been delivered. Strategic decisions
need to be made by the WG to determine if and how a
vegetation site data exchange capability will be
implemented using this model.
Through the process of engagement with WG participants,
questions about implementation approaches were a
recurrent theme. Participant concerns were parsed into two
key strategic questions:
• How does the community want to use the model to
create a data exchange format?
• Where in the supply chain is the model to be used
and what does the architecture for data exchange
look like?

1 – Point to point
(anarchic)
Typical data
supply chains

Information supply chain patterns
Transform
when used*

Data
sources

Product

* find, access, ETL, , integrate,
harmonise & make product

schema

2- Centralised
e.g. BoM, ABS
Data
source

Process*

* Make product
Product
schema

3 – Aggregated

Aggregator

e.g. AEKOS

Transform
on ingest*

Data
sources

Existing supply chains and data provider
maturity
Participants from state and territory agencies provide data
as part of a number of existing information supply chains
including, inter alia, data provisioning to AEKOS. Providers
have differing levels of technical maturity ranging from
vegetation site data stored in offline databases to data
provided via web services. Several participants had
expressed expectations about how they might use the
Vegetation Sites information model to inform refinement of
their data collection activities, databases for storage of
vegetation site data or as agreed schemas for data
exchange.

Implementation

Product
schema

* ETL, integrate & harmonise

Standard service

4 - Brokered
e.g. GEOSS,
GIN (NRCan)

Decisions about how the model is used and where in the
supply chain it is used will differentially impact data
providers depending on the maturity of their current
systems
and
data
provisioning
arrangements.
Implementation decisions made by the WG need to be
cognizant of the potential impact for data providers.
Decisions about how implementation of the common model
may disrupt or impact these arrangements and necessitate
additional cost and effort on the part of data providers to
implement the chosen solution.
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Broker

WS
Data
sources

WS

Transform
on the fly*

WS

Community
schema

WS

Standard service+payload

5 - Federated
e.g. INSPIRE,
Soil-IE

WS
Data
sources

WS
WS
WS

Provider

Transform
at origin

Community
schema

Intermediary

End user

Modified from: Box P, Simons B, Cox S, Maguire S, (2015) A Data Specification
Framework for the Foundation Spatial Data Framework. CSIRO, Australia. CSIRO

Section 6

6.2 How should the prototype model be used?

Of the two strategic implementation questions, WG participants
first explored how the model should be used. To enable
interoperable data exchange, an agreed information model is
required, whether the model used is that developed here by the
WG or some other agreed model.

Option

Cons

Pros

1 Do nothing

•

if we do nothing, why
are we here?
doesn’t solve the
problem of
fragmented data
supply.

•

no risk of failure

•

The exploration presented here was based on the assertion that
the (prototype) Vegetation Sites information model represents
agreed community requirements for standardised vegetation
site data exchange.

Framing the discussion
A number of options for how the information model could be
used were presented to WG participants for discussion. These
options were:
1. Do nothing.
2. Implement the prototype UML model directly as a data
exchange schema following further testing and refinement.
3. Use the model as specification of requirements to inform
the development of a data exchange schema. As the
AEKOS internal persistence model had been suggested as
a candidate for adoption as a common data exchange
schema, AEKOS was the focus of this option.

Key discussion points
A variation on ‘do nothing’ emerged during discussions– namely
option 1a: wait for the Essential Measures Programme to catchup and better define data exchange requirements in the form of
essential measures
The extent of alignment of the Vegetation Sites information
model with the AEKOS model has not been objectively verified,
though the AEKOS participants expressed confidence that it
was close.
Ongoing community involvement in the development, evolution,
use and promotion of a model is necessary for its long term
stability and sustainability.
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Implementation

1a. Wait for
measures
programme to
define measures

•

wastes time, lots could
be done now.

•

could address vocabulary issues while waiting for measures
programme to define measures

2 Implement
model ‘as is’

•
•
•

large workload
expensive
WG has limited
capacity
model doesn’t align
with AEKOS

•
•

work is partially done
group is formed and willing to commit to this activity

funding the activity
cost to data providers
not currently in AEKOS

•
•
•
•

fast track approach - shorter timeline for product schema
AEKOS has data to test exchange schema
no cost for data providers
quick and low cost wins – AEKOS has data exploitation tools
and User Interface
adds value to AEKOS investment
use of AEKOS as a model test and development environment

•

3 Use model as
specification
and harmonise
with the AEKOS

•
•

•
•

Participant consensus
on how to use the model
WG participants reached consensus on the desire to use the
prototype model as agreed requirements for data exchange and to
use this to inform the development and refinement of an AEKOS
based data exchange schema.

Section 6

6.3.1 Where should the model be used?

Implementation

Hybrid pattern = federated + aggregator

WG participants first explored where the model should be used
in the supply chain.

Transform

Standard service+payload

at origin

Framing the discussion

WS

To frame discussions , several questions were posed
1 Where in the supply chain should the model be implemented
and by whom?
2. What is the preferred implementation architecture? Three
options were presented:
• Option 1 - supplier implementation at source and
federated (pattern 5)
• Option 2 - Aggregator/broker implementation (pattern 3 or
4)
• Option 3 – a hybrid pattern
3. What are the pros/cons or opportunities and risks of each?
4. What are some of the critical challenges for implementation?
E.g.
• Common infrastructure requirements
• Uptake and adoption strategies e.g. demonstrators, tools
• Community maturity to implement
• Which aspects need consensus

WS
AEKOS

Provider

End user

on a hybrid aggregator and optional federated model
A hybrid model was identified as a viable option, with AEKOS delivering data using an agreed vegetation site data
exchange schema, and data providers optionally delivering data using the same schema. Under this hybrid
implementation pattern:
• The Vegetation Sites information model serves as an expression of requirements in the development of a data
exchange schema aligned with AEKOS
• AEKOS would implement the data exchange schema as a product model for data delivered out of AEKOS
• Providers can choose to implement schema directly
• Providers can deliver their data via web services or can provide data in other ways to AEKOS for delivery or both.

Pros:

Cons:

•

•

•
•
•
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Intermediary
Participant consensus

•

1 - Jurisdictions currently providing data to AEKOS: SA,
NSW, OLD , WA (some data), Tasmania (some, but not
vegetation data), NT (some data)

Community
schema

WS

Data
sources

•

Enables providers that contribute data to AEKOS1 to leverage existing
investment
Enables all providers to deliver conformant data directly if they choose to
do so.
Enables AEKOS to more easily ingest data from providers using the common
exchange model
Allows AEKOS to focus up the value chain on value adding and applications
Flexible arrangements that reflect the spectrum of data provider maturity
and capability
Quick delivery

•

•
•
•
•

Dependency on AEKOS with
uncertainty about continued AEKOS
funding
Reduces pressure on data providers to
transition to standard product
Implications of using data that is not
from the authorising agency
Data currency issues
AEKOS model not readily available
Potential lack of community
engagement

Section 6

6.3.2 Where should the model be used? a more detailed view

Implementation

A more detailed view of the proposed implementation
architecture is provided below. This was sketched out by
participants at workshop 2.

Local
exchange
schema
Exchange schema or any
other data structure can
be used

Third party
data sources

Data
file

AEKOS

Product
schema
Vegetation
Sites exchange
schema

State/Territory
ALA

process
Extract,
Transform,
Load (ETL)

Data
warehouse

Vegetation
Sites exchange
schema

API
Technology e.g.:

Data formats e.g.:

•
•
•

•
•
•

OData
REST
WFS
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JSON
GML
RDF

Data formats to be determined by the WG
Interface technologies choices made by providers

Any other
application

Section 6

6.4.1 Key issues and risks - what needs to standardised

Implementation

Looking at the technology stack involved in the proposed architecture, we can consider where agreement is required, and where diversity is permissible or useful.
The storage (database) schema is
out of bounds for standardization.
There will be strong business
reasons for a particular database
design. The only issue is whether
the information corresponding to
the conceptual model is available,
and can be exported in a format
that represents the agreed model.

Different across custodians

Data provider internal
database schema

Vendors have a lot of control in this
space, with new APIs continually
appearing. The community must be
able to utilize whichever flavor they
choose and assume that they can
be joined up.

A common, platform independent
conceptual information model can be
used to generate schemas in different
formats. In general one can transform
data between formats. However:
libraries are in practice fiddly to use the history of XML libraries is a sad
one, particularly around XSD; there
are subtly different meta-models
underlying the different formats, which
can create interoperability challenges.

Can be different, though
consensus brings benefits

Can be different, though
consensus brings benefits

Technology interface

Data exchange protocol

WMS
WFS/SOS
Odata
OpenDAP/
THREDDS
REST/LDP

CSV
XML/GML
JSON/GeoJSON
OM-JSON
NetCDF
RDF

API
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The conceptual model captures the
underlying
semantics
of the
application. A shared conceptual
model is a pre-condition for
successful communication amongst
participants.

Has to be consensus

Conceptual information
model

In most cases of data exchange it is naïve to imagine that a single agreement
(standard) is possible, or even desirable. At the very least, different
applications have different requirements. The goal is to keep technical
diversity to a manageable level. But within an application domain there must
be agreement at the conceptual level, else there is no communication.

Section 6

6.4.2 Key issues and risks - centralised vs. decentralised architectures
Use of a central node, exemplified by patterns 2-4
(centralized, aggregator, broker) in the supply-chain maturity
model, may support a quicker start-up than a decentralized
system, but it typically achieves this by delegating the key
aspect of the design process, as well as technical
implementation, to a single player in lieu of comprehensive
community involvement. Long term sustainability requires
transparent, open governance and on-going community
involvement.

Centralised
network

If a central node is removed
network survives

Many connections
between nodes

There are risks with both approaches. A centralized system
has a dependency on the availability and competency of the
central
node, along with data currency issues. A decentralized
system
requires
community
consensus.
Furthermore, it is arguable whether the decentralized
approach is more or less brittle – the full system is only as
strong as the weakest element, but a partial system is still
functional even if one or more nodes goes down.

Decentralised
network

Description
Existing capacity

Reliability
Community

Centralised

Decentralised

aggregator collates data from custodians and
exposes it publicly
relies on existence of an aggregator with a remit to
make required data datasets publically available in
agreed structure, semantics and format
risk of single aggregator not having longevity – if the
aggregator goes down the whole system goes down.

individual data custodians expose their own datasets
publicly
relies on individual data custodians achieving the
maturity and capacity to expose their own datasets

•

less work for data custodians – aggregator takes
a big share of the effort

•

builds community, capacity and commitment

•

empowers data holders to publish their own data

easier to specify models, standards and formats

•

work needed to maintain community

•
Analysis/
products
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If central node is removed
the network breaks

Relies on one central
player to connect

In contrast, a fully decentralized supply chain requires
greater community engagement, since data harmonization
effectively occurs at design-time (the common schema)
instead of load-time (for a centralized system or aggregator) or
run-time (with a broker).

A hybrid model is proposed comprising centralised and decentralised components. Where organisations are willing and
able to deliver their data directly via Web Services they are
able to do so using a common data exchange schema. The
aggregator can use these services to harvest and load data
from these providers, thereby meeting use cases requiring a
single source. In cases where organisations are unable or
unwilling to implement the data exchange schema they can
provide the data to the aggregator using any structure,
semantics and format that the aggregator is prepared to cover
the cost of data transformation and integration.

Implementation

aggregator may produce useful products/combined
datasets

more robust – system supported by multiple players

relies on range of experts to aggregate data and create
datasets

Section 6

6.4.3 Key issues and risks –parallel development of measures and model
The processes of developing essential measures and an
information model for the exchange of vegetation site data are
occurring in parallel.
There are some issues and risks associated with this. Firstly,
the lack of well articulated measures means there are no
specific requirements or test cases for the model being
provided from the measures programme. As the primary
explicit driver for developing data exchange models is the
measures programme, as has been witnessed in the
Vegetation Sites model development project, this can create
some confusion and concern in the stakeholder community.
Measure development in parallel with data model development
will invariably lead to reworking of the model once measures
are defined.
However it is felt that the parallel development does not pose
too much of a risk and thus the two processes may operate
successfully in parallel. The reason is that both the measures
and the model development work are informed by data
availability i.e.
• does data exist to generate the measure (from the
measures perspective)
• what does the community agree to be the priority common
set of data for exchange (from the exchange schema
perspective).
Given the common focus on the data availability the outcomes
of both WGs should be reasonably well-aligned. Working in
parallel also offers some advantages, including the ability for
mutual validation of measures from model perspective and
vice versa. This was in fact tested during this project with the
identification of candidate measures that were used to both
validate and refine the information model.
For effective parallel development of consistent measures and
exchange schema to deliver the data for them, good
communication and cross representation between the
Measures WG and Vegetation Sites WG will be required.
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Veg Sites
WG
Measures
WG

Data
availability

Implementation

S7 Recommendations

Section 7
Recommendations
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Section 7

7.1 Overview

This section provides a consolidated list of recommendations
for the WG.
In keeping with the facilitative stance taken by CSIRO in the
model development process, this section of the report
identifies issues the WG needs to address. The
recommendations made in this section are primarily a
packaging and reflection back to the WG of the consensus
reached by participants in the course of developing the
prototype information model during the first face to face
workshop and a series of technical scrums in which the
prototype model was refined. In addition an exploration of WG
governance issues and model implementation choices was
undertaken during the second face to face workshop.
The recommendations in this section relate primarily to
decisions to be made and formalised by the WG in order to
progress the development of a vegetation site data exchange
capability. Specifically, recommendations are provided for the
following areas:
1. WG purpose and governance arrangement decision
2. from model to data exchange schema
3. vocabularies
4. implementation choices
5. WG technical capacity
For each area, an overview is provided setting the context for
recommendation; recommendations are then articulated
together with any key issues that provide context for the
recommendation and key priority tasks are highlighted.
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Recommendations

Sequence of priority tasks

Priority decisions
-

-

Criteria for technical decisions particularly in
relation to:
- supply vegetation site exchange architecture
- exchange schema development
Arrangements for IP generated through WG
activities

Section 7

7.2 Working group process and governance

Overview
This section describes key recommendations and priority
tasks
to
address
WG
governance
issues.
The
recommendations relate to confirming, formalising and
communicating aspects of the WG purpose, scope and
operation.
These recommendations recognise the need for a light touch,
consensus-based governance regime that will support the
community to achieving a well defined set of longer term
outcomes.

Priority tasks
Task 1 Document and seek WG formal endorsement for current consensus on WG
purpose, authority, and operations through a revised WG Terms of Reference.
Communicate this to relevant stakeholders in the measures programme and in
organisations that are WG participants.
Task 2 Several key required decisions have been identified as being priorities for the WG.
Having formalised WG decision making processes decisions made by the WG are
authoritative. Key decisions are:
•

Strategic implementation decisions – see section 7.4 - Implementation choices

•

Rights, licensing and authorship for intellectual property (IP) produced by the WG. The
Vegetation Sites information model is a useful test case for this and proposed
arrangements that can be discussed by the WG have been presented This comprises a
Commonwealth ©, CC BY license and acknowledge of WG participants and CSIRO
project team as contributors and authors of the model
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Recommendations

Section 7

7.2 Working Group governance – purpose and scope

Recommendations

Theme

Issue

Consensus

Recommendation

WG Purpose

Is the scope of the WG ToR correct?

WG Purpose

Does it adequately describe what the
WG proposes to do and why?

•

What? Development and adoption of an information model and data exchange
protocol(s) Initial scope is to deliver data for identified measures, with scope being
expanded over time.

•

Why? Improved supply data, improving knowledge and understanding to inform
critical environmental decisions.

Recommendation 1.1 - Confirm and document WG purpose Confirm and formalise in WG documents the WG’s purpose the what and why? These should be specified in terms of the
WG outcomes. Purpose statements defined by WG participants
can be used as a starting point for this.

The current WG work plan describes
outcomes and benefits. Does this
adequately describe what the WG is
doing and why?
WG decision
making
scope

What is the scope of decision that the
WG should be making? e.g. model
development, data exchange standards,
implementation technologies, common
infrastructure development and priority
activities.

Three main decision areas for the WG are:


Model and exchange standard design and implementation (excluding the
specification of technology choices for data providers)



WG administration and operation



Community engagement
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Recommendation 1.2 - Confirm and formalise the scope of WG
decisions – Confirm and formalise the scope of decision
authority for the WG. As indicated in Section 5.5 - scope of
decision authority, the main areas for decision making as
identified by WG participants are :
•

Model and data schema structure semantics and format
(but not provider technology choices for implementers

•

WG administration and operation

•

Community engagement and communications

Section 7

7.2 Working Group governance – authorising environment
Theme

Issue

Working
Group
operation

Given current and possible future
parallel development of measures and
information models, communication
between the Measures WG and
Vegetation Sites WG will be essential.

WG
mandate &
participant
authority

Consensus

Is there a top-down or bottom up
mandate & authorising model in
operation between the measures
programme and the Vegetation Sites
WG?

A top down approach is not relevant or useful in this situation.

Do WG participants have authority to
make decisions on behalf of their
organisations?

Participants’ organisational roles give them authority – organisations send the person
with the right role to the WG

Bottom up decision making is currently in operation, as the WG consists of
representatives from organisations that are participating on a voluntary basis. i.e. there is
no formal mandate or compulsion to participate.

Participants are experts and their authority to make decisions is based on their expertise
Participants’ organisations operate installed base component (i.e. are data providers) and
this confers authority on them

What is the force of decisions that the
WG makes and how should adoption be
encouraged.

Voluntary adoption initially will help with getting some runs on the board. Expanding
adoption, scope and stakeholder engagement over time will help get the model
embedded as a community standard.
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Recommendations

Recommendation

Recommendation 1.3 - Clarify reporting lines - Confirm and
formalise WG desired position with regard to its mandate,
measures programme reporting and authority lines and the
authority of WG participants . The consensus reached by WG
participants about the nature of these arrangements can be
used as a starting point for this.
Recommendation 1.4 - Formalise WG administration and
operation – ensure that operational rules for the WG are clearly
articulated. These include, the role and selection of the chair,
membership, operating arrangements, intellectual property (IP)
produced by the WG and other ‘rules of the road’ for the WG.

Section 7

7.2 Working Group governance – decision rights and processes

Recommendations

Theme

Issue

Consensus

Recommendation

WG
participation,
decision rights
& decision
making
processes

Who should be involved in decision
making and what decision authority
should they have?

Decision rights for data providers - as they have to implement
decisions, and pay the costs. Providers include: State, Territory and
Commonwealth environment agencies,

Recommendation 1.5 –Confirm and formalise WG participants’ desired position with
regard to WG decision rights i.e. decision rights for data providers and decision input
for other identified WG participants.

NCRIS facilities (TERN, ALA). Decisions rights is equivalent to
‘empower’ in the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum.
Decision input for other interested parties – participate and provide
input to discussions: Bureau of Meteorology, Geoscience Australia,
CSIRO and universities, domain peak bodies. Decision input is
equivalent to ‘collaborate’ in the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum
How should decision making
processes work?

1.

Consensus based decision making is the preferred style of
decision making

Recommendation 1.6 - Formalise decision making processes – confirm and formalise
WG participants’ desired position regarding consensus based decision making.

2.

The chair plays a key role in facilitating consensus building

On decision making process:

3.

If consensus does not emerge the WG will explore and
unpack issue & seek wider opinions

1.

Criteria for decision making in key domains need to be defined.

2.

4.

Decisions should be based on evaluation criteria where
appropriate.

Need to have a mechanism by which decisions can be reviewed and
potentially revisited.

3.

Decision should be recorded and made available to WG members (need for
secretariat service to support efficient use of the group’s time e.g. agenda,
minutes, decision log)

Recommendation 1.7 - Define criteria for key technical decision making - Establish
criteria for making decisions in critical decision domains. These include technical
decisions around design choices in the information modelling and data exchange
standard development process.
Recommendation 1.8 - Create a decision register - Implement a mechanism to record
decisions made by the WG. A decision log to register key decisions and when they
were made, will aid transparency of decision making as well an ability to revisit
decisions if necessary.
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Section 7

7.3 Progressing the model

Recommendations

Overview
This section describes recommendations and priority tasks relating to the future development and
use of the prototype model. These recommendations recognise that the modelling process has
served multiple purposes, but that future plans need to take account of existing infrastructure and
decisions around future implementation strategies, alongside the recent community development
process.

Key Issues
The development of the prototype information model has introduced a standard framework, and
formal modelling process to the working group, based on standards already adopted in contexts that
the domain is expected to interact with – NEII, other NCRIS facilities including Bureau of
Meteorology, Geoscience Australia.
The process has been open and inclusive, accommodating issues raised by participants, with a
continuous record of the key issues and current state of the product available in machine-readable
form to all interested participants.
The prototype model is substantially incomplete. Most classes only represent a skeleton of the full
scope of the information that is collected and intended for exchange.
The AEKOS system is already in place and in use by some members of the community, and has a
mandate to play an important role in data harmonization and distribution. The current and future
potential position of AEKOS within the information supply chain has been clarified.
Some participants signalled their interest in using the common information model to inform the
development of persistence databases for vegetation site data storage.

Priority tasks
Task 1 Evaluate the available and likely implementation architectures, to determine
compatibility with various data transfer implementations and formats.
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Section 7

7.3 Progressing the model - 1
Theme

Recommendations

Issue

Question

Recommendation

The development of the prototype information model has
introduced a standard framework, and formal modelling
process to the working group, based on standards already
adopted in contexts that the domain is expected to interact
with – NEII, other NCRIS facilities including Geoscience
Australia, Bureau of Meteorology.

Does the working group wish to continue
to use the standards-based featuremodelling method to explore and
formalize its consensus?

Recommendation 2.1 – Determine the future of the prototype model. Confirm
whether the Vegetation Sites information model is to be used as the basis for
further community model development, or has primarily been a vehicle for
community formation and capacity development.

The process has been open and inclusive, accommodating
issues raised by participants, with a continuous record of
the key issues and current state of the product available in
machine-readable form to all interested participants.

Does the WG wish to continue
development of the information model
using an inclusive process, or to delegate
further development to a sub-group or
expert team?

Recommendation 2.2 – Establish model and vocabulary maintenance and
versioning mechanisms. New requirements will emerge through the use of the
Vegetation Sites information model for data exchange. Vocabulary refinement is
specifically designed to accommodate some changes, but updates to the model will
be required for additional observable properties and feature types
Recommendation 2.3 - Collaboration tools and process – use an open process for
the development of consensus around a community model. Use tools like
BaseCamp and BitBucket to ensure that all artefacts are openly available, and all
discussions are archived. Distribute the products of the work using standard open
formats.

Model development
process
The AEKOS system is already in place and in use by some
members of the community, and has a mandate to play an
important role in data harmonization and distribution. The
current and future potential position of AEKOS within the
information supply chain has been clarified.

How will AEKOS engage with the
community process?

Recommendation 2.4 - AEKOS model publication – to support the engagement of
AEKOS in the community process, publication of the AEKOS model using a similar
notation and examples to the Vegetation Sites information model should be a
priority.
Recommendation 2.5 - AEKOS model assessment - make a rigorous comparison of
the prototype exchange model with the AEKOS storage model

Given the hybrid architecture as preferred implementation
choice there is a need to develop a data exchange schema
(for data providers) that is comprehensive and lossless,
along with possibly one or more product schemas for data
delivered out of AEKOS tailored for specific applications.
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Is development of an XML or RDF
exchange schema still an aspirational
goal? If so how can this need be met?

Recommendation 2.6 – Evaluate implementation architectures – to determine
compatibility with various data transfer implementations and formats.
Recommendation 2.7 – End user data needs – ensure that end users of
information products are engaged during the data exchange schema development
process to ensure their needs are met.

Section 7

7.3 Progressing the model - 2

Recommendations

Theme

Issue

Question

Recommendation

Is the community willing to accept
additional complexity and the requirement
to sometimes use terminology that does
not exactly match local usage, in return for
the payoff in scalability and
interoperability from adopting existing
standards?

Recommendation 2.8 – Adopt O&M pattern for observation data. Regardless of the
future of the prototype, adopt the O&M patterns for observations metadata and
sampling sites, with application- and domain-specific elaborations. O&M is well
suited for fine grained data early in the data value chain i.e. during collection and
processing

Use of existing
standards

Vegetation site data is related to or dependent on data
from various other environmental science domains and
disciplines. While it is typically quicker to develop a
stand-alone model within a specialized community, this
comes at the cost of making the combination of
vegetation site data with other datasets more difficult,
and also limits the re-use of technologies developed in
existing communities.

Recommendation 2.9 – Use established standards to record provenance traces for
products and assessments derived from vegetation site data exchange. The standard
PROV ontology should be considered for derivations, interpretations and
assessments further along the value chain than basic observations.
Recommendation 2.10 – Adopt related domain models where available - models
from related environmental science disciplines should be used for relevant features.
In particular, a number of properties in the VegSites package point to types that are
already defined by other communities.

The prototype model is incomplete. Most classes only
represent a skeleton of the full scope of the information
that is collected and intended for exchange.
While the VegSites package primarily represents a
straightforward application of the O&M sampling
features model, the specific definitions of vegetation
sites and study areas is incomplete.

Review of prototype
model

What elements must be completed to
support the specialization of the
observation model for vegetation site
data? What elements in the VegSites
package should be elaborated or tested
further?

The VegSystems package is primarily an inventory of
observable properties, and the way they are linked to
classes representing concepts from vegetation
ecosystems is incomplete and only represents one
possible viewpoint.
If the prototype model is to be taken forward, then
significant testing against actual data holdings and use
cases is required and all class definitions must be
reviewed.

Recommendation 2.11 – Document the observation procedures used in data
collection and publish as linked data - Every procedure used in vegetation site
observations must be fully described, and the description made available
permanently at a web address (URI), so that it can be indicated ‘by-reference’ in
exchange datasets.
Recommendation 2.12 – Classify site types and the relationships between them - A
list or register of the common relationships between sites and sampling-features
used in vegetation site observations should be maintained, so that they can be
referred to by name or identifier. A similar list of relationships between studies, sites
and visits might be developed.
Recommendation 2.13 – Clarify definition of EcologicalStudyLocation - Review the
need for a class separate from the general EcologicalSamplingSite.
Recommendation 2.14 – Review class definitions - the definition of the class
specializations and properties owned by the package must be reviewed in detail.

How should the VegSystems package be
elaborated or tested further? Can other
views of vegetation ecosystem be
accommodated?

Recommendation 2.15 – Review all class definitions - the definition of all the classes
and properties defined in the package must be reviewed in detail.
Recommendation 2.16 – Update VegSystems package – Update the model to
accommodate additional observable properties as these are uncovered in future
testing and application, along with additional feature-types if required.
Recommendation 2.17 – Use the standards-based methodology and notation for
other ecosystem models. Formalize models representing other viewpoints of
vegetation ecosystems using the same standards-based framework, UML, XML, RDF.
Recommendation 2.18 – Vocabularies and vocabulary governance – identify the
vocabularies used in data, to enable orderly governance of vocabularies in support of
semantic harmonization
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Section 7

7.4 Vocabularies for the model and exchange schema
Overview
This section describes recommendations and priority tasks relating to vocabularies which are
required to complete the semantics of data structured according to the Vegetation Sites
information model.
Controlled vocabularies represent the key scientific agreement, and are the top of the semantic
interoperability stack. It is essential that they are published openly so they can be shared, or so
that transparent mappings can be made if local vocabularies must be used.
Vocabularies and approaches to harmonisation. The choice of ‘downstream’ vocabulary
mapping by an aggregator, or the adoption of common vocabularies as part of the data
exchange model, have significant implications given the hybrid implementation model proposed.
Vocabulary content can be decoupled from the model structure. The model only requires
that a vocabulary of each required scope exists, but the membership of each vocabulary can be
managed externally. Vocabulary content can also be published externally, as a community
resource separate from any particular data provider, and made available as web resources to all
interested parties.
These recommendations recognise that vocabularies are one of the most long lived elements of
data collection and archiving, and each data custodian is likely to have a strong commitment to
existing vocabularies. Therefore legacy vocabularies must be part of the story. In some cases a
legacy vocabulary might be adopted by the community overall. In most cases mappings from
custodian’s vocabularies to and from each other, or preferably to and from a shared vocabulary
will have to be managed.
These recommendations relate to completing the prototype model as a community agreement
on what vegetation site data should be standard in an exchange schema.
Note that these recommendation apply not only to the vocabularies that are shown as codelists
in the Vegetation Sites information model but also to
•

standard relationships between sites and sampling-features used in vegetation
observation and monitoring

•

roles that describe feature relationships e.g. between studies and site visits or between
populations and organisms

•

mapping tables between vocabularies.

Priority tasks
Task 1 Convert the vocabularies in the Australia Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook –
Landform, Vegetation, Land surface into SKOS/RDF for publication as a shared resource
Task 2 Convert the NVIS vocabularies into SKOS/RDF for publication as a shared resource
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Recommendations

Section 7

7.4 Vocabularies for the model and exchange schema
Theme

Vocabulary publication

Recommendations

Issue

Recommendation

Contemporary semantic web technology provides standard tools for the formalization of vocabularies,
with each individual definition identified by a URI, and published so that a descriptions of each
definition can be directly accessed from its URI.

Recommendation 3.1 – formalize vocabularies using best practice knowledge
representation methods - Vocabularies for the Vegetation Sites information model
should be formalized using SKOS/RDF

Once minted, the URIs should be stable, so the same URI denotes the same concept indefinitely. URIs
should not be recycled, and should not be casually changed, since any change risks invalidating
existing content that makes use of them.

Recommendation 3.2 – publish vocabularies for the Vegetation Sites information
model as linked data - Each item in every vocabulary should be identified with a
URI, from which a structured description of the vocabulary item can be obtained
Recommendation 3.3 – URIs should be maintainable and follow community
expectations - The URIs denoting vocabulary items used for vegetation site data
should be consistent with the recommendations of the Australian Government
Linked Data Working Group.
Recommendation 3.4 – vocabularies should be hosted by a reliable, long-lasting
provider - the WG should explore hosting arrangements that ensure long-term
availability of vocabularies, commensurate with the lifetime of the data that uses
them (i.e. decades)

The content of vocabularies designated for transfer of vegetation site data must meet the community
requirements. This means that the development, maintenance and selection of vocabularies for use in
exchange of vegetation site data should follow an orderly process, overseen by the community
through the working group.
Vocabulary
harmonization and
maintenance

The source data will usually utilise a local vocabulary, and there are two strategies for harmonization:
• Develop a common (standard) vocabulary for each topic, then map to the standard when data is
prepared for transfer – transformation is the responsibility of the data custodian
• Maintain and publish mapping tables between all local vocabularies, or from every local
vocabulary to a common vocabulary, so that conversion can be accomplished downstream –the
downstream user or service is responsible for transformation, but the community provides the
necessary semantic mappings
Note that the same strategy need not be adopted for all vocabularies. Some may be readily established
as a common vocabulary, while others may require mapping tables.
Existing vocabularies from NVIS and ASLS are well-structured and will provide an easy demonstration of
the value of the linked data approach using content that already has some level of community
consensus

Initial vocabularies
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Recommendation 3.5 – establish orderly maintenance procedures for
vocabularies and content – designate a custodian for each vocabulary, and use a
formal registration process to manage vocabulary lifecycle (e.g. ISO 191135, ISO/IEC
11179, or similar)
Recommendation 3.6 – vocabulary harmonization strategy – Determine a strategy
for each vocabulary for harmonisation of the content from different providers, as
part of the data exchange capability.
N.B. The strategy selected has implications given the hybrid architecture agreed by
the working group, as the aggregator can undertake the mappings as part of
aggregation process

Recommendation 3.7 – Prepare and publish the ASLS vocabularies as linked data the remainder of the relevant vocabularies in the Australian Soil and Land Survey
Field Handbook – Landform, Vegetation, Land surface – should be encoded
following the patterns shown here, and published on the web as Linked Data.
Recommendation 3.8 – Prepare and publish the NVIS vocabularies as linked data All the relevant NVIS vocabularies should be encoded following the patterns shown
here, and published on the web as Linked Data.

Section 7

7.5 Implementation and deployment choices
Overview
The recommendations in this section are based on discussions and consensus reached by WG
participants through the model development process and two face to face workshops, the second of
which focussed on WG governance and approaches to implementing a vegetation site data
exchange capability.
These recommendations reflect the need to account for the variable technical maturity, business
drivers, technology choices, and existing data supply arrangements of vegetation site data providers.
The recommendations also reflect the community’s desire to leverage existing investment in AEKOS
as a means to achieve data exchange outcomes in a timely manner.

Key issues
Individual providers are free to choose technology for implementation of web services for data
publication. Experience shows that fewer technology choices significantly assists community
adoption (as skills and experience can be shared).
Likewise numerous data formats could be specified as part of a data exchange standard. However
more flavours of data formats increases costs for end users when aggregating data from multiple
points of truth.

Priority tasks
Task 1 Implementation - confirm and explore details of an implementation strategy.
Task 2 Implementation – Confirm data provider technical capability and existing vegetation
site data supply arrangements to inform implementation options.
Task 3 Linked data publication – choose a web domain and base URIs for the publication of
controlled vocabularies, and select a reliable long-term hosting arrangement.
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Recommendations

Section 7

7.5 Implementation and deployment choices
Theme

Implementation
choices

Recommendations

Issue

Consensus

How does the
community want to
use the model to
create a data
exchange format?

WG participants reached consensus on the desire to use the
prototype model as agreed requirements for data exchange and to
use this to inform the refinement of an AEKOS based data exchange
schema.

Where in the
information supply
chain is the model
to be used? What
does the
architecture for
data exchange look
like?

A hybrid model was identified as a viable option, with AEKOS
delivering data using an agreed vegetation site data exchange
schema, and data providers optionally delivering data using the same
schema. Under this hybrid implementation pattern:

Recommendation 4.2 – Implementation plan - Develop a more detailed plan for implementation of
proposed capability, ensuring that timelines adequately reflect stakeholder drivers and drivers

•

The Vegetation Sites information model serves as an
expression of requirements in the development of a data
exchange schema aligned with AEKOS

Recommendation 4.4 - Assess and communicate amongst the WG current vegetation site data
provider maturity and supply chain arrangements. Are provider systems in place? How are providers
currently sharing data, under what access arrangements, and with who?

•

AEKOS would implement this data exchange schema as a
product model for data delivered out of AEKOS

•

Providers can choose to implement schema directly

•

Providers can deliver their data via web services or can
provide data in other ways to AEKOS for delivery or both.
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Recommendation

Recommendation 4.1 – Implementation strategy - Confirm and document community preferences for
vegetation site data exchange implementation strategy – the hybrid federated + aggregator
architecture.

Recommendation 4.3 - Develop a risk plan to identify key risks and mitigation strategies

Section 7

7.6 Working group technical capacity

Overview
Capacity building was one of the desired outcomes of the project, with a specific performance
criteria of improved WG member “understanding of the role and value of shared information models,
exchange formats and controlled vocabularies.”
At the commencement of the process a basic assessment of participants understanding of modelling
was undertaken, and through online surveys at the conclusion of workshops 1 and 2 respondents
indicated an improved understanding of the modelling process.
The brief recommendations that follow recognise that standards based information modelling and
the development of data exchange schema are complex tasks, that require highly specialist
knowledge and skills. Furthermore, specific technical skills will also be required by data providers
conforming to data exchange schema to establish Web services (if that is a chosen data sharing
option).
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Recommendations

7.6 WG technical capacity
Theme
Section

7

Issue

Capacity building was one of the
Recommendations

Working group
technical
capacity

desired outcomes of the project, with a
specific performance criteria of
improved WG member “understanding
of the role and value of shared
information models, exchange formats
and controlled vocabularies.”

Consensus

Recommendation

At the commencement of the process a basic
assessment of participants understanding of
modelling was undertaken, and through online
surveys at the conclusion of workshops 1 and 2
respondents indicated an improved
understanding of the modelling process.

Recommendation 5.1 – understand technical capability requirements - confirm the skills and
technical capabilities the WG requires to develop the data exchange format. This includes expertise in
business analysis/requirements elicitation and management, information and data modelling and
standards harmonisation, and potentially technical skills to support data provider adoption of the
common exchange format.
Recommendation 5.2 – conduct a technical capability gap analysis and develop strategies to fill the
gaps. Conduct an audit of technical capability within the community and assess gaps in capacity
necessary to develop a standards-based data exchange schema.
Recommendation 5.3 – develop a plan to build or source the technical capacity required to
undertake the data exchange schema development work.
Recommendation 5.4 – establish a technical task team - Under the auspices of the WG, establish a
technical task team to oversee data exchange schema development work on behalf of the WG. This
task team will need to possess sufficient technical expertise to make informed decisions about design
and implementation. This may imply some capacity building to attain the necessary skills.
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S7 Recommendations

Section 8
References
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Bureau of Meteorology
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Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network geobon.org
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Turtle – Terse Triple Language (RDF format)

GeoSPARQL

SPARQL RDF Query Language – geospatial extension
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Unified Modeling Language

GEOSS

Group Earth Observation Systems of Systems

WFS

Web Feature Service (OGC)

GIN (NRCAN)

Groundwater information network

WG

Working Group for a National Information Model for Vegetation Site Data
(if unqualified)

GML

Geography Markup Language

xDWC

extended Darwin Core

IMOS

Integrated Marine Observing System (NCRIS Facility)

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community
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